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Price 15c

DELAY BUS INTEGRATION SUIT--AGAIN
Testimony Equals 0

• NAACP Protests

Suit Can Still
Go Either Way

Expect Pickets
At WDIA Revue

A three-judge ensemble heard Evers boarded a bus at Lamas
all the testimony imaginable and Bellevue in April, 1956 and
on the history of the Negro's sat on a front seat and refused
Word is being circulated that "WDIA's presentation of this
arrival in the United States, to move after the bus driver
students will picket the Star- racially segregated show bestreet car segregation, sit - in asked him to move to the rear.
light Revue, a charity program comes more humiliating to the
demonstrations, library discrimi- SAME JUDGES
being given July 1 in Crump Negro in his march toward firstnation, and still didn't get The same panel of judges that
stadium by the WDIA radio class citizenship when one realaround to ruling on the bus in- dismissed t h e original suit
station. Last week the Memphis izes the position to which WDIA
tegration suit in Federal court heard the case Monday.
branch of NAACP unleased a has risen in the Negro's adverThey
last Monday.
blistering attack on the station tising market, an advertisewere District Judges William
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, Miller of Nashville and Marion
protesting the seating di-range. ment by WDIA current apjr., one of the lawyers repre- S. Boyd of Memphis and Circuit
znents for the show, which are pearing in a national magazine
senting 0. Z. Evers, the plain- Judge John D. Martin of Memsegregated.
states: "Through active public
ttiff, said afterwards that he phis.
The Tri-State Defender learn- service and civic leadership,
and his fellow lawyers, H. T. About 90 persons, including
ed that the Negroes will be seat- WDIA has become a part of its
Lockard, Mrs. Constance Mot- six whites, sat during the threeed on the north side of the sta- listeners (Negroes) daily lives.
ley from NAACP Headquarters hour hearing. Atty. Edward P.
dium and the whites on the —When the Negro buys he sein New York; A. W. Willis and Russell of the law firm of Canasouth side. This, apparently, lects the products he has heard
Ben Jones, were under advise- da Russell and Turner, employholds true for the reserved sec- about on WDIA."
ment from the Court.
tions also.
ed by the City of Memphis to
BEAMED TO NEGRO
WDIA refused to comment on "The Negro—to
Mr.
represent them in the bus and
Sugarmon
said
that
the
whom all of
the protest. from the NAACP, WDIA's programs
judges, William Miller, Marion library suits, called Police Chief
are beamed
saying that it seemed more like and, as a result of
S. Boyd and John D. Martin James C. MacDonald and Lt.
WDIA
a publicity stunt in view of the receives all of its which,
told them that they might rule William 0. Crumberry to the
income—will
fact that the Memphis papers be shocked
for the plaintiff and desegregate witness stand.
to learn that WDIA
THIS IMPRESSIVE group of stance Motley, NAACP coun- ranging from trolley car seg- der advisement. A judgment the buses. On the other hand, While on
received word of the protest at has so little
the witness-stand,
respect for the NeNegro Lawyers argued the sel from N. Y.; Russell B. regation to the entrance of either in favor of bus segre- Atty. Sugarmon said, the judges the two police
the same time it (the station) gro's
officers brought
drive for freedom that it
bus integration suit in Fed- Sugarmon, Jr., Ben Jones and the Negro in America on gation or against it will prob- informed them that they might the recent "sit-in"
did. Sources said that officials will use
demonstrathe position of leader- eral court
before three-judges A. W. Willis, jr. All five were the first slave ships, the ably be forthcoming, but no rule in favor of the defendants tions into the
of the station would have ansbus case. One of
ship that it has attained in the
last Monday. They are (I-r) rather frustrated in their case judges dismissed the case, one will venture a guess as and keep segregated seating on the police officers
wered the protest but felt that
said he felt
Negro community to further the
H. T. Lockard, Mrs. Con- when, after hearing testimony saying they would take it un. to when. (Staff Photo by the buses, and, in favor of the that the sit-ins
there was nothing to say since
and the recent
cause of segregation and racial
the word had been spread, via
George E. Hardin)
state statute.
bus incidents that have occurred
discrimination.
the papers, of the protest.
EXACTLY ONE YEAR
since the sit-ins were definitely
"This
is
particularly
alarmThe NAACP's protest was
At any rate, no one knows a:inflected with the NAACP."
filed in the form of letters to ing," the letter reads, "since it
when the ruling will take place Former Mayor Walter Chandcomes
at
hundreds
a
time
when
the station president, Ergmont
and no one wants to make any ler, one of the city's attorneys
Sonderling; Burt Furgeson, exe- of Negro students here and in
guesses about it.
said, "All of this trouble started
cutive vice president: and A. C. other southern communities
The plaintiff, 0. Z. Evers, back in Africa when the New
have
been
humiliated,
beaten
Williams, WDIA's public relaone-time postal employee, enter- England ship builders brought
tions director. The protest was and jailed for no other reason
ed the court room with a smile today's Negroes' ancestors to
than
that
equal
they
pardesire
signed by Jesse H. Turner, Trialong with the five attorneys. America." He stated further
State Bank official and chair- ticipatien in industry and govAs the lawyers liberated, Evers that he didn't blame anyone for
man of the executive committee ernment as afforded persons in
sat quietly on a fourth row trying to seek a better position,
groups.
other
racial
The
fact
of the local branch.
but it is going to cause mere
bench.
the proceeds from the segThe letter stated that the NA- that
The trial had been heard and trouble, ''than any other thing."
go
revue
to
chariregated
will
Evers,
over
still
0.
bristling
Z.
ACP was familiar with the conCircuit Judge Martin told the
One of Memphis' most promi- honest exchange of ideas and
the recent story concerning his ruled out on June 27, 1958, court that he had worked from
tributions made by WDIA (1) ties does not alter the fact that nent Negro citizens, a lawyer representation on the policy
political meeting held last week, exactly one year ago. The suit the Pacific Ocean to Florida and
the goodwill home, (2) trans- this performance will serve to and co-founder of a savings and making level of government. An
discriminatory
the Tri-Sta\t.e Defender to was appealed to the Supreme the best race-relations that he
asked
portation of crippled children, perpetuate the
loan association, has thrown his awareness of the need to recogNegro
that
is
now
the
patterns
let
him
issue a statement in re- Court in December, 1958, and had seen was right here in
(3) its athletic program for Nehat into the political ring in an nize the Negro's aspirations and
ordered to be heard on May 16
buttal.
gro youths and (4) pioneering, fighting to eliminate.
effort to nail down a seat in representation in government
Memphis, Tenn. He said he was
In a phone conversation with on the basis of its merits. It was born here, his father and his
locally, in providing employment "Accordingly, the Memphis the Shelby County Quarterly was editorialized by one of our
Mr. Evers, he told the Defender reset for Monday at the request grandfather were all born here
opportunities for Negro radio branch of the NAACP lodges a Court in the General election of great dailies, The Commercial
of
his episode with James F. of the city, to allow new de- and "I want to keep the same
announcers: However, the local vicious protest against WDIA's August 4, 1960.
Appeal, in an editorial that apPress-Scimitar staff fendants, City Commissioners feeling that's been had between
"Starlight
segregated
Page,
proposed
these
reconcile
cannot
branch
Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., be- peared during last summer's
James W. Moore and William
writer.
contributions with the station's Revue" which is scheduled to be came
races for more than onepolitical
campaign. The desire
the first Negro to formFarris to develop their positions the
proposed racially segregated presented at Crump stadium, ally
reporter
me
a
"This
passed
years."
hundred
announce his candidacy in of the Negro to see, hear and
At the time the suit was filed,
July 1, 1960."
/show.
note after I had finished talkCourt was adjourned after
the coming election last week. experience the contributions of
defendants were Stanley Diling and asked me to give him
Judge Miller requested a hearMr. Willis, born in Birmingham, an elected Negro office holder
lard and former Mayor Edmund
(Press
Scioffice
call
ing
at
his
with the Negro lawyers in
a
in
Shelby
County
stems
from
Ala., came to Memphis at an
mitar)" Evers said. As he left Orgill along with the Memphis the court's library. The judges
early age. He is the son of Mr. both a deep seated emotional
Transit
Company.
gave the defense 10 days to
I followed him into the hallway
and Mrs. A. W. Willis, a promi- need and a legitimate desire to
The suit was placed aftei submit briefs.
it
had
was
sorry
him
I
and
told
participate
in
a
truly
democratic
nent Memphis family. His farained and evidently some
ther, now deceased, was the formulation of the policies and
people had changed their minds
programs
that
will
shape
the
first vice president of Universal
about coming.
destiny of this community.
Life Insurance company.
"He didn't get the story that
Mr. Willis attended the Mem- "I am offering my services to
he had come for. I told him I
phia.public schools and received
Atty.
A.
W.
Willis,
Jr.
(See WILLIS Page 2)
would appreciate it if he would
his A.B. degree from Talladega
give us good coverage. I told
college and his L.L.B. from the
II II II MOIR II III I II U U III U IIMMIMEIN 1112himInoticedthathecameto
University of Wisconsin. He is
•the meeting in a taxi, then I
35.
•went into my pocket and offerWAR VET
ed him $4 to help with his exMr. Willis, after obtaining his
pense. (We politicians often do
license to practice in Tennes- 'A UI UUUU••Il 111•••1111••• MO
that regardless who the reporter
see, settled down in Memphis MEMPHIS
POLICE have ar- up to the Judge. Judge W. Presto engage in law in 1953. Pres- rested and charged Clark
(See EVERS Page 2
Kim- ton Battle fined him $50 and
ently his law offices are located bro, 36, of 964 So. Wellington
sentenced him to 11 months, 29
in the Mutual Building at 588 with first degree murder
of days at the penal farm on a
from head to toe, and provides
GOODWILL INVESTMENTS
Vance ave., which he co-found- Herbert Slawson. Kimbro workcharge of carrying a pistol.
"This is your good will sta- general supervision of same. ed.
ed at the Mallory Pure Oil Sta- TWO
There are the station's three
GUNMEN
tion."
wearing
became buses and accompanying driv- He is a veteran, having serv- tion with 18-year-old Slawson, broad-brimmed Panama hats
words
Those six
War
ed
in
II
World
from
July
where he was murdered early robbed two liquor stores five
household terms in Memphis ers to take care of the transportation of crippled Negro 26, 1943 to April, 1946. He pres- Sunday morning.
minute apart this week and
around twelve years ago.
p
ently serves as executive vice FIVE - YEAR - OLD Mauriee got a total
of $4,000 in cash and
They were the spontaneous children to and from school
general
president-secretary
and
Manners of 2951 Calvert was in checks worth $3,000. The first
creation of the Negro public nine months of the year (this
of mMephis . . . used to de- was the first provision in Mem- counsel of Mutual Federal and serious condition this week at holdup was at Standard Liquor
scribe the public's reaction to phis history for the education is one of Memphis' outstanding John Gaston hospital. Mrs. Edna Sto:e on Airways and the seccivil rights lawyers. He serves President, mother of the youth, ond a'. the Broad Street
the public service activities of of crippled Negro children).
Liquor
as attorney for Universal Life, told police her husband came Store. Police believed
WDIA.
a local radio station
both
There is the impetus which
ProtecUnion
Bank,
Tri-State
home after he had been drink- places were robbed by the same Dr. Charles L Dinkins, Owen
The station's owners announc- $40,000 of WDIA money gave
college president, was the feaers and disk jockeys, quick to to the establishment of home tive, Memphis Mortgage Guar- ing, and when her son cried, pair of Negroes.
sense the significance of the for otherwise homeless a n d anty and Southeastern Fidelity he pickt,d him up and threw A FOURTH GRADE Porter ture speaker on college night,
description, adopted the expres- needy Negro children. There Insurance company of Atlanta, him hard against the floor. Po- school student was seriously June 22, at the annual session
the boy's hurt when she ran into the path of the Sunday School and Baplice were holding
sion. And ever since "goodwill" are the thousands of dollars in Ga.
and "Station WDIA" have be- scholarships provided for high In offering his candidacy for stepfather, Douglas President, of an automobile on, Walker tist Training Union Congress, in
Willis makes for investigation.
come synonymous terms.
near Porter. She was admitted Buffalo, N. Y.. which convened
school graduates in the Negro political office, Mr.
SURGEONS AT Frank T. to John Gaston hospital with a in the city auditorium.
And the justification is clear. schools. There are the watches, the following announcement:
The station has earned the title. recognition, and money 'pent ". . . I feel that I owe to the Tobey children's hospital remov- fractured left leg, a fractured The theme of the night's proIt did so with a unique ap- to encourage young local Ne- citizens and voters of Shelby ed a bullet from the head of 9- left arm and head injuries. gram was: "The place and value
proach to public service for its gro athletes in the "WDIA County an expression of the con- year-old Wanda Fay Jones of The victim was 9-year-old Jack- of our church related colleges."
that lead to my de- Sharon, Tenn She was acciden- ie Ball of 919-A McDowell.
listeners that can hardly be Gridiron
Great
Dr. Dinkins spoke on, "The
Program." siderations
duplicated by any similar in- There are the cash prizes
tally shot by her father who had Judge Sellers sentenced three Christian College and Negro
and cision.
CANDIDATE
stitution anywhere. The station's other incentives offered
loaded a 22-caliber rifle to kill Negroes to not more than five Achievement." He stated that,
to MINORITY
services are legion in Mem- farm boys and girls thru the "I am a Negro. a minority some rats. As he turned around, years each in the Penal Farm "At the close of the Civil War
phis and the Mid-South. People station. There's the WDIA citizen, and my candidacy may the rifle discharged, striking for the May 27 robbery of Chu many Christian institutions were
nowadays take WDIA‘ servic- Spelling Bee which is culmi be viewed by many as that of the child who was in a close by Fong Chinese grocer at 101 established to train the newly.
es as part of their way of life. nated with a trip to the na a minority group candidate. bed.
Wisconsin. The three defend- treed and the influence of these
unix LEAGUERS
tion's capital for the winner There is a crying need today for A JURY RECENTLY found ants were Urey Remble, 28, of Christian colleges has been
There are the 2000 boys or- and teacher.
honest and forthright represen- Curtis Jackson, 41,
of 3215 1006 Caldwell Alley, Julius L. firmly established by history.
ganized into more than 100 Lit- The enure program stems tation of the minority group. Ra- Rochester guilty of firing a pis- Hodges, 24, of 131 Gaines Al- Negro colleges still produce the
tle League baseball teams that
cial cooperation and harmony tol in the home of Arthur Davis, ley. and Leroy Johnson, 24. of
the station completely equips
Mee SHADOWS Page 2)
(See PREXY Page 2)
can only be achieved through an 249 Flynn. Punishment was left 14 E. Illinois.
Cell "Miss Results" — JA. 44397
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of printing
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WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Two of the Charles H. Mahoney
presentis
which
Award,
zenship
residents of Memphis received
the male student in the
Bachelor degrees from Central ed to
g class who has qualigraduatin
State College at Wilberforce,
fied as the most outstanding citiOhio, June 5, 1960.
zen; and the Westminister Foun
Graduating in a class of 152 dation Award, which is presentwere: Charles Edwin Delane, ed to an outstanding senior in a
of 1391 Kney street, who was religious organization who h a s
awarded the Bachelor of Arts shown leadership ability and has
degree in sociology.
maintained a high scholastic avAs a student at Central State erage.
College, Charles was an active Ethelyn Juanita Williams, of ROBERT EARL Carpenter, IS,
member of the Page-Broaddus 1318 Cummings avenue, w a s of 966 Seattle st., is in San
(Baptist) Fellowship, Alpha presented the Bachelor of Sciat
Kappa Mu national honor so- ence degree in medical tech- Antonio, Tex., for training
LackBase,
Force
the U. S. Air
ciety, Dean's List and Alpha nology.
Phi Alpha fraternity.
Miss Williams was a member land Robert, a 1960 graduate
high school, is the
He served as president of his of the Page-Broaddus (Baptist) of Hamilton
Mrs. Willie
and
Mr.
of
son
StuChoir,
reCollege
p,
and
Fellowshi
class for four years,
address.
same
the
of
Carpenter
ceived the promotion of Cadet dent Council, Women's S e 1 f
was the vice president
Robert
d
n
on
a
Associati
nt
deGovernme
R.O.T.C.
Lt. Col. from the
of the Count's club, a student
partment. He was the recipient Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
organisation at the school. (Proto by Billy Duncan)
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TRY BEFORE YOU PAY:
HUSBANDS AND WIVES!
you
PEP and ENERGY
Get the Anytime!
No
Night or Day!
NEED!
yoll.
for
out feeling you the
more weak.B.tired
give
will
.
I
Si
Amazing. need or money-back 60PEP you Send
112 Balance $1 weektablet. $5.
ly WE TRUST YOU
WEAVERS DRUG CO.
1703 Butt Street
BIBLE SCHOOL — Coleman
Nacegdoche II, Texas
Chapel CME church recently
finished its week of Bible lessons that are an annual feature with the church. Over 72

•

FORTUNE'S
TV SERVICE

Mallory at Lauderdale
WH 6-7133

•

Central Awards Two
Meinphians Degrees

DEFENDER

kids took part in the final
ceremonies last week that saw
them treated to an outing in
the church yard. Pictured

above is part of
Teachers for the
session included
cilia Burke (left),

the school.
week long
Mrs. PrisMrs. Mary

Sherrod and Mrs. Ethel Williamson, (right). Pastor is
Rev. E. E. Dunigan (left).
(Staff photo by George E.
Hardin).

Evers

Prexy

DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
work done in such events as
CHAIRS
Dependable TV Service
the Starlight Revue, scheduled
South's Negro leadership and is). 'What the hell you trying Modern De gi g n.
for Friday night, July 1st . . .
SERVICE CALL
Handsome Appearbecause of migration it pro- to do' said Page.
ance Rugged Conat Crump stadium.
DAY—NIGHT
struction Very
"
be
do
mean?'
you
will
"I
!what
said
Revue
duces leadership for other parts
Durable
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS from what may be regarded as The Starlight of the two
as one
of the nation. What happens in Mr. Evers said Page told him
This ad is worth $1.00 toward service the station's oldest and biggest presented
on any TV repair
the South's colleges, then great- "I print the damn news as II
public service approach or fea- major projects the station pre5°
and up
RCA Authorized Service
ly influences the direction and see it."
that's its service for sents annually to corral the
And
ture.
•
its
on
carry
personal.
y
to
admittedl
needed
was
US
money
in
rica
ty
"
CONTACT
whole
Christiani
progress.
of
The
of
racial
pattern
The spread
"missing persons."
proare galloping along the He also stated that, "The re- "I told him I wasn't trying to FOR VOLUME PRICES
Africans
public service program started public services. The other
the
is
the
centuries
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO. with the station's first consent- ject is the Goodwill Revue giv- Africa over
BERNATSKY BROS.
rocky road to independence, he sponsibility of supporting Chris- change the paper's policy about
reason why democracy is makm.
300 5. Main St. — 1A. 5-01418
auditoriu
Negro news," Mr. Evers said.
work and
Ellis
at
indoors
en
inan
air
ing to put on the
and
to- said, because of their
more
Memphis, Tenn.
Africa
ns
lies
in
institutio
headway
tian
such
ing
these
"They don't usually print it
people like them.
quiry concerning the where- All the proceeds from
communiFrancis A. Den- the work of
the
Negro
with
said
more
So
day.
I
goodhis
cabfare
the
right. By sharing
"Today in Africa, a whole
abouts of a member of an shows go to finance
ty. The needs of the Negro com- thoug,ht he would print the real
nis deputy chief of mission of
Ills
flight of spiritual chickens are
anxious family. Before then will program.
of
those
to
similar
are
munity
U. S. Embassy of Liberia,
the
roost.
truth."
Negroes in Memphis and the The station's personnel pay in an address at St. Augustine's coming happily home to
that the any other community and Ne- "If he calls $4 a fist full of
complete line Bicycles & Path
Mid-South had experienced ex- their own admissions to the college recently. He was at St. It is not an accident
of the gro Christian colleges need to money, well, I had a fist full." A VACATION FIT FORA KING
interests
All work guaranteed
the
of
d
n
a
defense
cessive difficulty in getting show for their families
Augustine's college in place of
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people
d
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free
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for full results jar.
Shelby County Quarterly Court.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
Thus, I welcome wholeheartedly
Phone JA 6-8871
8163 N.F.. 2nd Ave.
the support of every citizen, reMiami 38, Florida
gardless of race, creed or color,
who desires, as I do, to see democracy become a reality in
Starts SUNDAY!
Memphis, Shelby County TenJULY 3rd
nessee."
4 Big Days 4!
Mr. Willis resides at 881 Mississippi boulevard with his wife,
the former Annie Laurie Erwin
of Columbus, Miss. and their
three children.
Her Lady Godiva
545 IL

Says Democracy Wide
Spread In Africa

Shadows

•

$2

KINGS* LODGB

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Willis

•

New And Used
Cars And Trucks

HAVE YOU VISITED
LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB.

Hull - Dobbs

act started

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Monday, July 4th
Will Be A
BANK HOLIDAY

A the excitement
that couldn't
be stopped!

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL _ EX 8-3223 or EX 84961
OR TALK WITH ANY OF OUR MEMBERS

Banks, members of this association
will not bit open for the transaction of business this date.

MEMPHIS CLEARING

MX
BTrGHT
1A ANTHONY

iNT

ITRN • QUINN
Plus 2nd Hit!

GI An Epic Story Of Love And War

...AND VENGEANCE!

FIVE

AIM

IDIOM

WILLIE FLIES AGAIN — of the Mallory Knights Youth
HOUSE ASSOCIATION
America.
Photorrapher Ernest Withers Club of
snapped this photo of Willie
Dunn as he boarded a Delta
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
Air Lines plane at Memphis
-Everybody Likes 'Em"
Municipal Airport recently
Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Hickory
Real
His first stop will be Buffalo,
18c per Lb.
Old Country Hems
Year
Two
N. Y. to attend the National
1140 eiir Lb.
Six Monti, Old Country Moms
•Oc per Lb.
One Year Old Country Hams
Baptist Training Union and
$1 10 per Lb.
Three Year Old Country Home
Sunday School Congress. BeReal Country Hickory Smoked Sausage !I to 4 Lb. 114”11- SSe per Lb.
53e per Lb.
fore returning to Memphis he
Leon Hickory Smoked Recoil (4 tie 10 Lb Sleb) ..........
$1 35 gad $1.15 ego Lb.
Sliced Country Mom
plans to visit Chicago, Ill.,
(PLUS POSTAGE)
where he will be the guest of
WE
SEND
COD
OR
SHIP
CHICK—GUARANTEED GOOD 04DIR
gospel singer Mahalia JackBidding
son for three days.
him farewell is his mother,
Motel Phone VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 2-5141
Mallory
Mrs. Dunn and
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Knights Charity Organization
director, Harry L. Strong.
Residence Phenol, VI 2-0152
Young Dunn is youth director

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

Astra Rum

MES BETotts moTEA'IJ BisETE arm rci3RIST NEI AA

Starts Next Sun."THE BIG FISHERMAN"

I

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING FEATURES!

• DINING & DANCING
• LAKE FOR BOATING and FISHING
• FULL TIME RECREATIONAL DIRECTOR • CROQUET
• BADMINTON • HORSESHOES • VOLLEY BALL
• LIVE MUSIC • DRIVING & PUTTING RANGE
• DANCING INSTRUCTOR • DELICIOUS FOOD
• WELL ROUNDED PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

•

RACING SEASON STARTS

FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 24

POST TIME - 7:45 P.M.

RAIN OR CLEAR

ACRES OF FREE PARKING

NEW K-9 CLUB . . . NOW OPEN
Entrance - West End of Track - New Concessions - Arias

Southland Greyhound Park
AMERICA'S NEWEST and FINEST TRACK!

•

ON HI-WAY 61

ADMISSION 25c

•
Fisk Totals 203
In Summer School
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —Fisk each dependent up to four and
University registration this a maximum of $80.00 travel exweek is providing learning op- penses.
portunities for 203 students en- During the eight weeks t h e
rolled in regular Summer Ses- Science Institute will present
sion, Economic Workshop and such outstanding lecturers as:
the Science Institute Program. Harry h' Lewis, vice president,
The Summer Session, a unit Institute ot Paper Chemistry,
of the College of Higher Studies, Appleton, Wisconsin; Frank
is devoted to undergraduate in- R. Blood, director, Clinical Labstruction in the Liberal Arts oratories, Vanderbiit Universiand graduate instruction chief- ty; M. Reuff, Professor Ecole
ly in the field of Education.
Polytechnique, Federale, ZuThe University provides credit rich, Switzerland;
Abraham
courses in a series of w o r k- Huss, Israel; Louis P. Clark,
shops and institutes for those physicist, General Electric Mispersons who wish to devote a sile and Space Vehicle Departshorter period of time to sum- ment; and many others to be
announced later.
mer study.
The Workshop on Economic
Education has enrolled teachers,
principals,
community
leaders and persons from within business, labor and agriculture. An objective, well-rounded program is formulated and
will be conducted by a special MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
staff to present and discuss cur— City court Judge Beverly
rent economic issues.
Boushe was accused Monday
Dr. Vivian Henderson, direcof "fixing" four of his own
or of the Summer Session and traffic tickets.
Economic Workshop, said "By
placing in the hands of key in- Traffic Judge William B. Individuals a basic knowledge of fran. said he found four tiethe function of our economic kets which had been voided in
several hundred
system, greater utilization of re- a crop of
traffic ticket
sources at the rre-college level which the new
recommendcommittee
review
and in the community as a
whole, to increase the level of ed. Ingram said two of the
understanding of our economy, tickets issued against Boushe
were for parking in a restrictwill be achieved.
two for
Sixty-three high school science ed zone and the other
parking.
overtime
nation
the
across
teachers from
are enrolled to study this sum- Boushe, hearing of Ingrain's
mer in the Science Institute charge, said "If the Judge
and getting paid for doing it. would concern himself more
With the financial assistance of with the alarming increase in
the National Science Founda- traffic fatalities and drunk
tion, Fisk continues its services driving instead of so much petin Science Education by offer- ty bickering, the city would be
ing an eight week course to se- better off."
lected teachers of biology,
chemistry, physics, and physical science.
RAIL SCHEDULES
Dr. S. P. Massie has announc- More than 80 million railroad
l that the teachers enrolled timetables are needed to supply
ili receive stipends of $75.00 the demand annually in t h e
per week plus $15 per week for United States.

Dancing Classes Set
Up At Lakeview Club

1

Ticket Probe Shows
City Judge 'Fixed'
Four For Himself

a

Like Dining Out Occasionally?
Try The

GAYHAWK DRIVE-IN
"For fine foods suited to your taste"

Open 11 am - 2: 30 am - Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
DINNERS FROM 12 NOON
Air Conditioned
And From 5 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Mon. thru Thurs.
We serve

the Best in Hams, Turkeys.

GAYHAWK DRIVE-IN
685 So. Wellington—Plenty of Parking Space
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CALILEMOYNTITS TO
Shirley
FORNIA — Miss
Wilson (left), of 3690 Mart
Road and a senior of LeMoyne College, and Mrs.
Charle P. Roland, of 1313 S.
Parkway, E., and a member
of the LeMoyne faculty, posed for the camera before
leaving for the West Coast.
They were in San Diego,
June 17-25, where they attended the National Commission for Teacher Education
and Professional Standards
and the Student NEA Leadership Conference. They are in
Los Angeles this week attending the annual conference of
the National Education Association. Miss Wilson is pres-

ELLA MAE HOWARD, 11year-old fifth grade student
at Oakville elementary
school shows off her lovely
crocheted piece. Ella Mae. a
"IV plus student is quite

adept at crocheting and has
done much of this type of
work. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Howard
of 3616 East Democrat rd.
She has been crocheting now
for about two months.

•

Gulf Goes
All Out
For Public
Recognizing the advantages in
advertising Gulf Tires, Batteries and Accessories in this newspaper, the Jenkins company,
Jobbers for Gulf Oil in Memphis
and Shelby County, are cooperating with their dealers in half
page ads in the Tri-State Defender.
This will bring to the attention of the customers the many
,bargains available to them
and reasons for going to these
Gulf dealers' stations for all
their gasoline, service, tires,
batteries and accessories, knowing they will get excellent attention and dependable service.
Patronize these dealers. They
need your business and you can
rely on them to handle your car
problems. Won't you p'ease give
us the chance to service your
car needs?
You may phone these Gulf
Service Station dealers for free
pick-up and delivery: Clayborne
Taylor, Freddie McClandon,
George Cain, and Eugene Presley. (See Gulf Service Station
ad in this issue.)

ISRAEL

•

RUTSKY'S
LIQUOR STORE
2380 PARK
PLENTY OF FREE PARKIN.;

II
•

5•••••••••■••••••••••2

LARRY "The Kid"
RISBY

Yes, "The Kid" has
retired from the
Ring, but he is still
dealing straight from
the shoulder with
Fedders Air Conditioners, Norge Appliances.

And The Best In Furniture
So For A Deal That's Straight from
The Shoulder", Stop in and See
"The Kid" at

JOHNSON FURNITURE
937 S. Cooper
Or Call (Day) BR 4-0111 — (Might) BR 6-3986
••••..

Flops

ITALY

FINE WINES

la
II •
II
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Court To Hear
THROUGH OUR II Turncoats
SELECTION OF!
Plea For Pay

LiMI er FRANCE
0/-

3

Negroes Attend
Carnival

•
1

Dancing classes will be offer- July 4, 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Call
ed at Lakeview County C I u bEX 8-1Mbeginning July 6, by Miss
Johnetta Thomas.
Miss Thomas is a graduate of
Tennessee State University and .
Physical Education Teacher it
high school. She has
studied with Ted Shawn, renown- Navy
ed Father of Dance, at Jacob's
Pillow, University of the Dance; The Navy Relief carnival,
Vernon Duncan, well- known held Saturday and Sunday at
Chicago Choreographer, and &tithe Millington Navy Base was
the Niel Peter's School of Dance. attended by more than 160,000
Proceeds from the
Classes of Modern. Ballet, and persons.
Tap Dancing will be offered for jam - pack carnival will be
children beginning July 6, 1930 used to help needy Navy famifor eight weeks. Ages 6 thru 12, lies in times of financial strain.
from 10 a.m. until 12:00 noon, The affair, held annually, is
open to both races without cost.
each Wednesday.
Teen-agers: 2 p.m. until 4.00
p.m each Wednesday. Modern Return Visit
and Ballroom dancing for adults, A week ago Marty's restaubeginning July 11, 1960 for (8
rant, at 334 S. Franklin, netted
weeks) 6 p.m. until 8 p.m. each
Monday. Each lesson $1.00 per burglars $17,000. Last night
burglars returned but the safe
person.
a disappointing $50. It
revealed
REGISTRATION:
ident of the Student NBA
July 3-5. From 10 a.m. to 8 was apparent, police said, the
chapter at LeMoyne and Mrs. p.m. Call Miss Thomas at FA 3- men made a return visit, ex9308. At Lakeview County Club; ecting another big haul.
Roland is advisor.

DEMMER

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Supreme Court has agreed
to decide whether three former
Army privates who defected to
the Chinese Communists in Koea are entitled to $9,2.53 in prisoner-of-war pay.
The court will hear arguments
on the issue some time during
the term starting next October. A written opinion will follow.
The men are Otho G. Bell,
formerly of Mississippi a n d
now living in Olympia, Wash.;
William A. Cowart, Monticello,
Ark.; and Lewie W. Griggs,
Jacksonville, Texas. They appealed after the court of claims
turned them down last March 2
by a 3-1 vote.
The trio enlisted in 1949 and
were captured while serving in
the Korean war. The lower court
findings showed that during their
stay in a Korean prison camp
they wore Chinese uniforms,
fraternized with their captors
and informed on their fellowprisoners.
Each refused repatriation and
went to Communist China but
later changed his mind and returned to this country. They
were dishonorably discharged.
CONSIDERATE OF ALL
PORT ARTHUR, Tex. —
(UP) — Charles Savoy, a considerate citizen, waited from
2 a. m. until 8 a. m. before
notifying firemen of a fire at
his home because he didn't
want to disturb the fire fighters.
He explained that a cigarette
smoker ignited a mattress, so
he pitched the mattress into
the backyard and left it to
smolder.

LIST PRICE
$1525
plus

tax

SALE
PRICE

Plus Tax and
Recappable
Trade-In

EVERY GULF TIRE AT BIG SAVINGS
SEE YOUR NEAREST GULF DEALER LISTED BELOW

TAYLOR'S GULF
Service Station
1731 Castalia
Castalia Heights
Telephone
WH 84390

CAIN BROS.
Gulf Service
1552 Breedlove
Telephone
JA 6-9988

McCLANDON
Gulf Service
3241 Chelsea
Avenue
Telephone
FA 3-1600

PRESLEY
Gulf Service
8 So. Parkway
East
Telephone
WH 8-9203

'4
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Urge Patterson Apology To Dr. Reddickse_t_my2.1%.
DEFENDER

Illinois

•sp.

Ask Refraction Of
Order Firing Prof.

By DAN CLARK
Mrs. Lewis Herron, 61, :fled at
'St. Mary's hospital after a very
short illness.
;
Eddie Kirk has just returned
from Mississippi after visitIn
'ing his mother, Mrs Emma
rooks, his sister, Delia Locks
daughter, Mrs. Mildred
,
wis.
rs. Maggie Cunningham and
dson of Indianapolis were
come guests of her mother,
s. Kathie Jefferson.
.
rs. Claudia Thomas and husd attended the wedding of
eir son, Norman, who was
arried to Miss Jacqueline
mith in Little Rock. They also
- isited their daughter, Armeta
In Chicago.
On the sick list are Charlie
Jackson and Jake Sparks

BIRMINGHAM Ala. — Withdrawal of the order dismissing
Dr. Lawrence D. Reddick as
bead of the department of history at Alabama State College
in Montgomery, and "a public
apology'. were urged upon Governor John Patterson as the
only right thine to do." The
Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth, militant civil rights leader of Bine-

ingbarn, niade the requeat in
a telegram to Patterson. It
stated:
"Decent Americans are shocked at your continuous ruthless;
interference at Alabama State
College. The firing of Dr. Lawrence D. Reddick, the attempt
to smear his record, and the
threat to other qualified teach- I
ers prove that the basic free- JOHN M. THORNTON, interdoms of thought speech and as- national representative of the
sociation can be denied in Ala- United Steelworkers of Ameribama under any pretext.
ca, has been selected as a delTo purge President Trenholin egate to the World Baptist connow after he has dismissed stu- gress,
meeting in Rio de Jadents on your order is valid
nerio, June 26 to July 3. Thornevidence
that
there
is
no
real
BATESVILLE
•
ton, who is with the public rereward for acquiescence in or
lations
department of t h e
W.ATKINS
By REV. MATTIE
cooperation with segregation
union is the only Negro deleeither
willingly
or
under
comMr. and Mrs. Lacey Craven
gate in the history of the Conand children and Monroe Sims pulsion. Your action makes cer- gress who is
an official of a
tain
that
qualified
Negroes
will'
returned to their home in Los
labor
organization.
seek
to
register
at
other AlaAngeles after visiting here in
CORINTH
the home of their parents, Mr. bama Colleges. I suggest a
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
and Mrs. Lacey Craven, Sr. cancellation of the coin inunis
The Love and Charity Society
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Kitchen. charges against Dr. Reddick, a
and
of Camp Number 4 held its
Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Williams withdrawal of the dismissal ormonthly meeting at the Christbeen residing in Los der and a public apology to
who
has
ian Union Chapel last Sunday.
has returned to make him. This would be the only BESSEMER
Angeles
Kenneth McDonald was guest
right thing to do."
By G. W. IVEY
this his home.
speaker. Rev. W. W. Hamilton,
Johnnie Brown has returned OTHER PROTESTS
president; Mrs. Cora E. HamilProtest against the firing of Samuel and Willie Mae Cofrom the hospital.
ton, reporter; S. N, Narman,
Johnnie Sherrill is very ill at Dr. Reddick was also registered hill. grandchildren of Mrs. Wiltreasurer; Mrs. Minnie Horton, DEGREE AND JOB — Miss Moss H. Kendrix Organiza- Orangeburg institution shares tling company and, Charles his home.
in a joint statement signed by lie Sims left the city for Jolisecretay.
Boone, Columbia Coca-Cola
Betty Jean Bennett, June tion, Washington, D. C., pub. the joy of young lady who reThe Men's chorus of Bethel Dr. Martin L. King, jr., presi- et, Ill, where they will spend
Rev. W. W. Hamilton is on the graduate of South Carolina lie relations firm. At right
ceived top honors in the MO Bottling company, both South AME church sang last Sunday dent of the Southern Christian their summer with their parsick list, but is improving. He State College smiles approv- Dr. Mary Pinkston Torian, class. Looking on, left and
Carolina natives who have evening at Lafferty Methodist Leadership Conference, the Rev. ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Co.
asks one and all to pray for ingly as she views letter of head of business area at the
been associated with Coca- church. Rev. T. L. Thompson Ralph D. Abernathy, president hill.
Fleming,
are
John
right,
him.
Mrs. A. Lillian Walker is
of the Montgomery ImproveCola for a number of years. is the pastor.
Charleston Coca-Cola Bether appointment to staff of
Douglas Walker and Mils. PetDee Shell is ill at his home. ment Association; the Rev. J. back in the city after spending
trice Walker have purchased a
Also James Thomas and Miss E. Lowery, president of the Memorial Day with her brothnice home on Lion street.
Alabama Civic Affairs Associa- er, Lazurus Starks of Ft.
Essie Lexon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Southard,
Jerry Overland has returned tion, Mobile; and Rev. F. L. Wayne, Ind. While in the city,
Mrs. Mary Douglas, am! Mr.
home after visiting his sister Shuttlesworth, president of the Mrs. Walker enjoyed a very
n d Mrs. Matthews Carwell,
Mrs. N. Young in Bridgeport, Alabama Christian Movement pleasant vacation with her brofor
h rHuman
m.
rs.Farella Keys, Arnie AlexRights, Birming- thers, John and Samuel Starks,
Conn.
her sisters, Mrs. Mary T. Wood,
rider, Mrs. Maggie Oveton,
The Missionary Society met
Friday evening at Bethel AME
Mary Elizabeth Bowers and
The statement charged the Mrs. Mattie S. Shelton and
rection of Miss Margarette city &tended the National Bap- High school were Brenda Long, church. Rev. W. T. Daniel is
many others attended the revi- JACKSON
State
of Alabama with sinking other relatives and friends. Mrs.
Marie Austin. Juanita Rhodes tist Convention and B.T.U. Con- first place and Vern Belton, pastor.
val meeting at Massadonia Mis"to
a
By C. A. AGNEW
new low in the firing of Walker is a member of the
won the bingo prize. Janice gress which was in session at second place.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner Dr. Reddick and the attempt Shady Grove Baptist—church
sionary Baptist church, Rev. C.
of Golden Star Harsten and Linda Rhodes won Brooklyn, N.Y. recently.
attended services at New York to smear his character by ac- where Rev. G. W. Slone is pasJ. Lowe, pastor; Eddie Cole- The members
Chapter No. 267 Order of East- a small prize in the peanut The Rev. R. L. Lanier was NEWBERN
last Sunday.
man, church clerk.
cusing him of Communist as- tor.
ern Star, feted their Worthy race. Phylisteen Hegman won guest speaker at Pilgrim Rest Mr. and Mrs. Billy Thomas of Prayer meeting is held every
Rev. R. G. Williams, pastor
Matron, Mrs. Hazel Suggs with first prize in the Doll Beauty B. church Sunday afternoon at Milwaukee spent the weekend Wednesday night at Bethel AME sociation."
of St. John's Independent Meth"History
will
record
who
the
a surprise party in the Masonic Contest, Phylis Dunlap won 3:00 on behalf of the Lending with relatives.
church.
true Pro-Communists are," the odist Church and four delegates,
Hall Dining Room on the eve- second prize. Others attending Hand Club. Mrs. Lydia Bowers, Norman Walker and children
signers
declared, and specified_ Mrs. Maggie B. Brown, Generning of June 30, 1960, follow- the affair were: Cynthia Jones, chairman; the Rev. R. S. of St. Louis visited with his
"They
will not be the Negro al W. Ivey, jr., Lula T. Williams
ing the business of the regular Linda Rhodes, Hattie Liza Brooks, pastor.
aunts, Mesdames Carrie Walcitizens
who
are in courageous, and R. W. Delk will attend the
KEOKUK
very
special
Father's
Day
A
meeting hour.
ker, Lenora Wiggins and Izola
Clark, Toosie Harsten, Beatrice
nonviolent
quest
for freedom National Council of Community
By M. CULPEPPER
The dining room was beauti- Dethro, Ann Chattman, Mrs. Program was held at Home Robertson.
and human dignity; but those, Churches which will be held
Mrs. E. Harris of Fulton street fully decorated and the table Sarah M. Chatman, Mrs. Lizzie Baptist church on Sunday after- Sylvester Watson of Milwauwho through defiance of the law, June 28 through July 2, 1960.
Is in Graham hospital very ill. was full of delicious food and Bowens, Mrs. Alberta Rivers, noon at 3. The Rev. Henry kee and Red Minns were here CONDELE
undemocratic
and
unethical
sevspent
Culpepper
Rev. M.
By RENA LOCKETT
over the weekend visiting with
various assortments of beauti- Mrs. Gussie Hall, Mrs. Mae Bell Greer was guest speaker.
practices, and the tragic saboeral days in Mamaroneck, N.J.
The
funeral
of
Mrs.
Mary
E.
parents, Sam Watson and Mr.
ful gifts, which gave a beauti- Dethro, Mrs. Jenny V. Jones,
Mrs. Zeffie Letson of Hender- tage of justice, give Russia and
visiting friends and relatives. ful picture of the love and re- Miss Alice Bonds, Miss Agnes Shaw was held last Thursday and Mrs. Leson Minns
son was guest of Mrs. Rena all of her allies a strong proppassed
Mrs. Richie Johnson
at
1
p.m.
at
Pilgrim
Rest
BapArchie
Earl
and
Woods
and
Andrew
Rifodes
spect the members have for Huntspun. Lee
aganda tool to appeal to the
ay. She was 96 years of age their matron. Mrs. Suggs, with was in charge of the decoration tist church with the Rev. R. S. Mrs. Karey Walker attended a Lackett last Saturday night.
uncommitted peoples of Asia
Mrs.
Lucy
Mrs.
Josie
Pryor,
Bethel.
member
of
charter
officiating.
Burial
was
da
meeting recently held in Union
deepest gratitude made expres- department assisted by Ocey Brooks
Poole and Mrs. Annie Hender- and Africa."
surviving are a son, Clyde of sion of thanks to the officers Dickerson and Easter Erie in Cerro Gordo cemetery with City.
son attended the funeral of The statement said further:
Minneapolis, two daughters
and members for the wonder- Dethro. T h e local Funeral Stevenson and Shaw Funeral Mr. and Mrs. Booker Wyatt, Mrs. Pryor's brother-in-law, "No one with even the slightHer
husband,
Keokuk.
both of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hamilton,
ful entertainment given in her Homes furnished the chairs. Home in charge.
est regard for truth will pay ST. PAUL, Minn. — (UPI) —
two sons and two daughters pre- honor.
Lucion Harris, Mrs. Frankie L. Phil Arrington at Americas, Ga.
The show was the greatest in
any attention to these malicious Negroes will stage mass demons
suffering
with
Eddie
Pryor
is
JOHNSON
CITY
ceded her in death.
Mayberry, Mrs. Odie Welch,
Mr. Howard Thompson and its history. Mrs. Jo Catherine By CORTIAND R. RHEA
charges by the Governor of Ala- strations at both political party
•
an injured leg.
Shockley
and
Miss
Mrs.
Sarah
sponsor.
Mrs. Dora Etta Roberts and Hill,
Annual Men's Day was ob- Charlene Hamilton attended the Jimmie Matthews continues bama. It is obvious what the conventions next month A Negrq
her daughter, Helen Marie Rob- The State Youth Congress of served at Thankful Baptist
Governor is seeking to do: He labor leader said Friday.
erts all of Memphis, Tenn., were the Church of God in Christ of church on June 1 with the baccalauFeate services held at
Mrs. Josie Pryor is home is seeking to bring a halt to the A. Philip Randolph, president
School
in
DyersBruce
High
brief callers in the home of Mr. which the Rev. J. E. Poindex- Reverend W. R. Rigell, former
creative movement for human of the Brotherhood of
from Crist county hospital
Sleeping
Thompson's brother and sister- ter is President, convened last pastor of Central Baptist church berg, Tenn.
rights by making an example Car Porters and an
Miss
Bernice
Grace
and
Joe
AFL-CIO
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Woods
atPERU
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Ag- week at Rock Temple of which as Chairman of the day's acNathan Zellers were married of a man who has committed Vice President, said the demonBy M. L. CROSSLAND
new of 523 S. Liberty at. Sun- Rev. Poindexter is pastor. ed by the Men's Chorus of tended the funeral of her cou- at Bethel C.M.E. Church.
no crime but that of exercising strations
would try "to bring
sin in Humboldt last Saturday.
The Missionary Society was day, June 19, 1960. Mr. Thomp- More than 150 delegates athis constitutional right to sup- civil
Jackson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sam
Thankful.
Mr.
Will
Davis
acted
rights back before the conentertained at the home of Mrs. son is a prominent member of tended the meeting.
port
and
sympathize
with
last
the
Vienna
attended
services
in
P s Chairman of the day's acti- DYERSBURG —
ventions as a major campaign
George Blanks recently.
Mt. Olive C.M.E. church of Funeral services for Dan Fry
nonviolent movement for racial Issue."
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomason Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Jackson, which the Rev. Buntyn is pas- were held last Tuesday at 1 tivities.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Vance justice that has engulfed the
Miss Dorothy Crossland and tor. Mrs. Roberts is a member p.m. at Home Baptist church The Reverend Clyde Collins from Dyersburg was weekend visited in Unadilla last Sunday. whole south.
Both the Republicans and the
the
recent
Bristol
was
speakof
guest of Mrs. Lizzie Jennings.
Mrs. Charles Bolds and chil- of the M.E. church.
"This vicious and unwarrant- Democrats "have tried to sweep
of which he was a member, er at Bethesda Presbyterian
Funeral
services
for
Hoesa
Miss Mary Eddings of Memdren attended the funeral of The Babe Ruth Baseball Lea- the Rev. T. Grimes and the
Appling were held at Shady ed move on the part of the the civil rights issue inder the
church.
phis was a recent dinner guest
Mrs. Alma Thomas in South gue of Mound City in Jackson, Rev. W. M. Monroe officiating.
Grove Baptist church with Rev. Governor of Alabama does much rug," Randolph told newsmen at
The Bethel District Congress
Charlene Hamilton.
Bend last Thursday.
played Union City's Babe Ruth Burial was in Mt. Olive ceme- met at Thankful Baptist church of Miss
J. S. Tripp officiating. Surviv- more harm to the State of Ala- the convention of the NAACP.
Mrs. Alice Wilson who has League, Saturday, June 18, on tery with Ford Funeral Home June 6-10. On Thursday night Rev. P. E. Coleman was din- ors are his devoted wife, 8 bama and the United States Randolph said he and Dr.
ben critically ill at her home the school playground. Paul in charge. Survivors are his the young people of the area ner guest of Mrs. Essie Bally daughters, 3 sons and several than it does to Dr. Reddick. It Martin Luther King, leader of
Mk now in Muncie, Ind., Clinic. Bishop, the starting pitcher wife, Mrs. Ezel Fry, a daugh- churches presented a Talent last Sunday.
grand children. Burial was in continues to project Alabama the Montgomery. Ala., bus boyMr. and Mrs. Herman Wil- Southview Cemetery with Wil- as an ugly symbol of injustice cotts, would lead the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Allen struck out 12. He was the win- ter, Mrs. Martha Reed of Tren- Program.
demonstraare in the hospital in Virginia. ning pitcher. At the bottom of ton; three grandchildren and Norman Rhea, jr., son of liams of Gary recently visited liams Funeral Directors in and immorality.
tions.
conducted
his
brother,
Ralph
Douglas.
Dupee
James
Rev.
"It is a sad day when a state
the ninth inning the score was one great grandchild.
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Mamie Rhea of this city
services on scheduled time last 6-8. Brady Jones the captain Deacon's Day was held at has been a recent houseguest Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggins Mrs. Artie L. Redding of government seeks to deprive
Sunday at Mt. Herman Baptist of Mound City League won the Brown's Chapel church at 3:00 of his mother. Mr. Rhea now attended services out at Rock Vienna attended services here its teachers of basic constituchurch.
tional rights such as freedom RANGOON, Burma — (UPI)—
game in the bottom of the 12th p.m. last Sunday. Dr. I. L. resides in Providence, Rhode Spring last Sunday night
last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Mose Eddings Mrs. Rena Lockett was in of speech and freedom of as- Premier Djuanda of Indonesia
The State Missionary Society inning by stealing home. Both Hildreth of Jackson was the Island.
of Northwestern District of the teams played a very good game. guest speaker.
sembly. It is our great hope arrived here Sunday en route
The commencement exercises were dinner guests of Mrs. Unadilla last weekend.
Alice Harris.
Indiana Conference was enter- Baby Ruth Jones, manager;
the people of goodwill of to the Soviet Union for a 13-day
that
High
school
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Langston
of
group of Jackson and MadiCharles
R.
Hamilton
of
Long
tained at Wayman AME church Brady Jones, captain. Tele. 2- A
State
of Alabama will ul- visit at the invitation of PreBLACKNELL, England — the
son County school teachers left held on June 2 with Dr. Na- Beach is visiting with his grand
recently.
rise up against this un- mier Nikita Khrushchev. Djuantimately
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—
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a
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A
postconsultant
of
Crippins,
thaniel
on the Greyhound bus last Tuesparents, Isaac Hamilton and man hailed into court because democratic element in the state da's stay in Russia is part of a
Paul Moss was a recent Ko- Rev. T. Grimes returned
day to attend the N.E.A. which the State Department of Nash- Maggie Flake.
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the
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Louis,
komo
the postman's dog bit the milk- that has no regard for decency, scheduled six-week, nine-nation
home last week from St.
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the
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will be in session at Los AngeThose who attended the Chil- man.
tour of Asia and Europe.
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justice, and fair play."
Mo., where he was near the
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speaker.
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cipal
les, California.
Rev. Ralph W. Jackson con- bedside of his son who has been
basis of his speech the class dren's Day program out at
ducted services on scheduled ill for several months. Rev. Funeral services for Mrs. motto, "Consciousness of Ig- Halls Chapel last Sunday were
time last Sunday at Wayman Grimes reported his son as be- &de Ozier Long were held at norance, a First Step Torward Jim Knight, Mrs. Irene Walker,
Blairs Chapel C.M.E. chturch Knowledge."
Mrs. Tennie Jackson, Mrs. Mary
ing somewhat improved.
AME church.
A Father's Day program was at 1 p.m. last Thursday, the College scholarships
were Brown, Chester Frank and Mr.
rendered at Mt. Olive Baptist Rev. N. Davis officiating. Bur- presented to the following sen- and Mrs. Bert Hassel.
BIG ORDER
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — church of which the Rev. P. T. ial was in the church cemetery iors: Beverly Ervin, Prot-To Miss Mary Esther, daughter of
Fu- Club $200 to the college of her Mrs. Nancy Bright left Sunday
(UPI) — If all the midwife kits Northern is pastor on last Sun- with Stevenson and Shaw
supplied by the United Nations day afternoon at 2. Mrs. Ida Lee neral Home in charge. Mrs. choice, a n d Morristown col- night for Chicago where she will
Long died at the home of her lege; Leroy Brady, A & I State stay with her aunts, Mrs. MinChildren's Fund (UNICEF) to Reaves, sponsor.
Ozier. university. Leneta Belton, Mor- nie Robertson and Miss Gussie
e world's health and welfare The Annual Doll Show of the brother, the Rev. W. M.
extended
an
at.
after
Davis
145
Community
Jefferson
Street
histown college; Leah Ann Draine.
they
stacked
up,
Wograms were
member of Rhea, Wilberforce university;
would reach twice as high at was held recently. Music for illness. She was a
the occasion was under the di- the Sisters Aid Society and Walter Sawyer, Erma L. Hice
Mt. Everest.
Blairs Chapel C.M.E. church. and Gilbert Hamilton, Durham
Survivors are her husband, Business college; Hubert ColeJones Long of Jackson; 4 sis- man and Robert Dudley, Bethters, Mrs. Mary Womack of une Cookm an.
Frultville, Mrs. Callie Fuller of The Men's Club of Bethesda
Brooklyn, N.Y., Mrs. Unice Presbyterian sponsored a pew
McKnight and Mrs. Inez Reed rally and Musical program reboth of Jackson; 1 uncle and cently. Participants of the pro- NEW YORK — (UPI) — Martwo aunts.
gram were local high sc'tool, garet Truman, back from a
The annual assembly of the college and musical grout
European tour, chided her faTennessee & Kentucky District Recent guests to the ..ea ther for "spoiling" her son
of the Churches of Christ (Holi- were Elmer Gillespie and Wil- while she was away.
ness) U.S.A. was held with liam Bridwell of Brooklyn, N.
Former President and Mrs.
Christ Temple Church of which Y.
Truman have been in charge of
the Rev. L. M. Relf is pastor, Mrs. Ruth Townes has been Margaret's children, William
June 15-17. The cthurch is lo- in attendance at Syracuse uni- Wallace, 1, and
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Jenkins
Martin
D.
Dr.
dent
selffor
DepartFranklin
was
cited
the
chairman
of
and
R. JOHN A. MORSELL, schedule for the day's activ- affair. Rev. M. R. Conic, Pre- has completed her sophomore of the liner. Margaret's children
lessly dedicating his life "to are shown as the degree was
ment of History, Brooklyn
left) assistant to the execu- ities during the associatien's siding Bishop.
year at East Tennessee State crawled over everything.
honordiscovery of knowledge conferred. Dr. Franklin dethe
the
received
college,
Grandpa spoiled him (Clifton
tive secretary of the NAACP, convention in tit. Paul, Minn.,
college.
aspects of Amer- livered the address to t b •
in
neglected
Doctor
of
of
ary
degree
G.
Terry
and
Rev.
W.
The
we
while
were
away,"
na22nd
Orajr.)
(right),
a
last
the
of
week.
The winners
and Henry Lee
Here Dr. Al- 299 graduates.
Exican
history."
Commencement
Laws
at
family and many others of this torical Contest at Langston Margaret said.
tional officer, check over the
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A few weeks ago when the vice to individuals in regard
Louisville Board of Aldermen to their legal rights and sug
rejected
Alderman
W. W. gest courses of remedial action
Subscription rate One year $A: six nrenthe $3 50 i2-year special Subscription tote 1101
commissions
Beckett's ordinance to. create Fifth,
such
rh. Tri-State Detender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photon.
a Louisville Human Relations through consultation, investigaCommission, it did so inadvis- tion, conference and public
edly. The stated reason in ef- hearings pursue the best means
Published Ivory Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. littered as Second
fect was, that since Kentucky of progressively improving huOats Matter at the Memphis Post Office March 20 1)52, Under Act of March 2, 1179.
had enacted a State Human Re- man relations in the entire
lations Commission, Lousiville city.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
did not need one.
It is inconceivable that any
However, hardly anyone ac- State Human Relations Comcepted thir as a valid reason, mission could begin to adminsince the Aldermen had twice ister to the local Human RelaOur Opinions
refused tc consider a public tion:. needs of every communaccommodations measure. Kill- ity within its borders. At best
ing the proposed Human Rela- it can only give surface treattions Commission was sheer ment. The most effective apevasion of an Aldermanic re- proach to local racial probovert was the lems is through responsible
The sweep of history is so great on power to the wealth extracted from the sponsibility. Socharacterized
the community leadership, organizaction that it
the African continent that it baffles African soil, there is no way to escape present Aldermanic Board as ed and supported by local govopposed to any effort or body ernment. The more such local
even the experienced observer. Nations their responsibility..
that will give leadership to Human Relations bodies are
whose earlier African privileges have
What is sometimes not recognized is establishing better human rela- created,
the stronger the State
now become responsibilities are confer- that other Western powers have vital tions, locally.
Commission becomes.
ring the blessings of independence with stakes in Africa's problems. Out of these Such a negative position is The task of achieving underadministrative blindness
standing and fair play for all
greater dispatch than had been antici- there is no exit except a sharing of re- borders both on ignorance that
and citizers
is tremendous and
pated heretofore.
sponsibility. There are numerous techni- prejudice Some 60 odd cities must be worked on consistently
Though they have acted under the cal aspects to this situation. These coun- in the United State have creat- from all levels, local, state and
ed (by ordinance) local Human
compulsion of world events, these former tries are in position to offer not only fi- Relations Councils. The obvious national.
states have recognizcolonial powers must be given credit for nancial and political assistance, but edu- need foi such commissions is edSeveral
this. Noteworthy is Illinois
reflected
the
increasing
in
seeing the handwriting on the wall of cational and social aid as well.
which has some thirty local Huracial tensions and conflicts
time. Impatience and violence accomThere has been a tendency among arising out of minority upsurg- man Relations Councils. Twelve
of these were created by ordinpany change in Africa today. But even the Western powers to lambaste the eco- ence for human rights.
ance. One of them, Chicago,
the most unreasonable critics should note nomic program of the newly created Af- In virtually every city where has been in existence since
there has been a token volunthat these dangers present themselves rican states. The critics are quick to tary group such as Mayor 1943 and has thirty professional
staff members. So important is
where demands for independence are en- ascribe Marxist ideology to the efforts Hoblitzell's Committee, it has its service that
it has an
necessary
become
to
enact
an
countering a degree of resistance, how- of the native leaders to run their govapproximate $300,000 budget.
official body to cope with inciever small.
ernments in keeping with their local dents far too complex for part- Yet Chicago and Illinois have
far more local civil rights laws
The once-Belgian Congo is an illustra- needs and traditions. They say that these time attention.
than Louisville or Kentucky.
tion. But if Belgians cannot just slough leaders want to drive their states into Officially created commis- The Illinois State Human
sions with status, adequate budoff responsibilities by a swift grant of the Communist camp. And they know it get and professional personnel, Relations Commission, although "He sure do speed them keys," man, I could have bought a mess asked.
serve several significant pur- housed in Chicago, makes no said Simple, "but when he of records of my own with all "Quincy Jones,"
independence, neither does there appear isn't so.
said Simple, attempt to do the work of the wants to. he can slow down
poses.
that money. But you know, a re- "that new band with the big_
any easier road for the British in Kenya,
African leaders believe that there First. they set the tone and city. In fact, even with thirty sweet Have you
heard Jimmy cord do not sound as good at sound — up to date —
yet lik
or the French in Madagascar.
are good attributes in both Western de- purpose of the city government other commissions within the Smith's record of 'See See Rid- home as it do in a bar. Why is the
old days, man, with tha.
Commission
state,
Illinois
the
er' on the juke box?"
It will require another decade for mocracy and socialism. But they are, with regard to Civil Rights.
that?"
nice big sound. That boy has got
Second. they provide an offi- after 17 years, is continuing to "Mighty nice," I said. "But "Because at home there is
white people to realize that it is their in- most of them, inclined toward the West, cial
himself
a band! It sounds like
establishment
encourage
of
the
place for aggreived citizens
what about modern jazz? Do you only your wife to listen with
music. And I knowed he was -escapable obligation to help Africans because they are more familiar with the to come and seek attention to similar bodies in all com- like Ornette Coleman?"
you," I said.
colored soon as I heard the first
"0, K.," said Simple. "Real "And she seldom likes the
find their way to stable and free govern- democratic form of government. They violations of their citizenship munities.
number."
Evidently if Louisville and far-out."
rights.
same records you do," said
ment. The wider recognition of this fact are, however taking their time to come Third. through research and other Kentucky municipalities
"Then your taste runs from
"Married womens have "You mean you can tell when
would create a better climate of relation- to a definite decision. If in the mean- study, such commissions com- are to make progress in the the sublime to the ridiculous," Simple.
a musician is colored just by
a funny taste in sounds."
relations,
human
they
of
area
various
on
data
useful
pile
I
said.
ship between the natives and their one- while the West can offer them without
"Drinks help, too," I said, "in hearing a record?"
kinds of discrimination thus must first effect their own "Don't 'ridiculous' me," said the enjoyment of music."
"Right," said Simple, "My
time ruling circles.
strings the technical and financial as- providing factual awareness commissions and join hands Simple.
"What is ridiculous "True, at home," said Simple feet knows."
The need to make this "African dec- sistance that is needed, the chances are for the Mayor, the Aldermen, with the state commission about liking Ornette?"
"What?"
toward rendering Kentucky a "I doubt if your fancy honest- "a man is usually sober, espeade" a period of close c o operation the nations would be committed to the and community.
he
to
is
cially
a
married
nonif
"They start to patting in
Relations better place for all people to ly encompasses such a wide
Fourth, Human
drinking woman. Joyce might time," said Simple. "With the
throughout the Western world becomes political philosophy of those countries Commissions offer helpful ad- live in.
range," I said. "From old time only seldom take a beer. If she white boys it is hard
to get the
daily more urgent. For those nations that are interested in their growth and
blues like 'See See Rider' to Orn- would just take TWO beers, she beat. You get it maybe in your
which owe their economic stability and general welfare.
ette Coleman is quite a jump." might get in the mood for mu- mind, but not in your feet. You
"I lay cool in the pool and lis- sic."
have to think to latch on. With , .••11
ten to both ripples," said Sim- "How do you like Kenny Bur- colored, you just start to swing."
ple. "I let the music flow where rell?"
"All God's chillun got rhythm,"
in so ever it may go. I like "Cool," said Simple.
I quoted.
A racial cold war is going on in
The boycott covers many other items
Jimmy — yes, and I like Or- "How do you like Horace
"They got something the Lorii.
Fayette, a rural county in Tennessee, of consequence in the life of the Negro
nette. So what?"
Silver?"
did
not give his integrated.
nothing,"
"except
"So
I
said
"Hot cool," said Simple.
where angry whites are trying to starve community but none so effectively as
sons,"
said Simple. "Imagine =
that you probably have no taste "And Ray Charles?"
Perry Como trying to sing:
—
to death some thousand Negroes or run gasoline. Many Negro farmers cannot
— only quarters to waste. You "Gospel cool."
See See Rider,
support the juke boxes."
"And Thelonius?"
them out of town. The economic warfare buy fuel in Fayette county. This is a
"Dinah Washington could not "Most cool."
See what you done done."
was touched off by a campaign to reg- major paralysis. On the average farm,
live without me," said Simple. "And Charlie Ming of the "Bobby Darin could sing it,
belong.
all
boys
the
FRANKLIN
WARREN
By
ister Negro voters — a prospect that was engines may consume 1,500 gallons a
couldn't he?" I asked.
NEW YORK, — (UPI) — The The Sportsmen Massadors are "I wish I had every quarter I Mingus dynasty?"
more than the outnumbered whites could year. A small tractor can burn forty gal- rules of society were once bit- now all actors, playing the parts have put on her, also on Bill "Yeah!"
"He could holler it," said
Dogget, Billy Holliday, Cannon- "So whose LP would you like Simple, "Which is a different
lons a plowing day.
ter mockery to the Sportsmen of a Harlem gang similar to
bear.
These people are being persecuted be- Massadors, a- Puerto Rican the real-life, anti-social organi- ball, Miles, Ella, and Duke. Oh, to have for your birthday?" I thing."
There are 24,415 inhabitants in the
street gang, which prowled the zation which they have disbandcounty. About 60 percent of these are cause they had the courage to assert drab streets of New York's ed.
Moring decided to engage in
Negroes and of these 360 have register- their right to vote — a right which is Lower East Side.
rehabilitation of the juvevouchsafed
by
the
the
Constitution.
"Yellow
Mike
Velez,
Richard
How
ed to vote. Those who did so became
can we equate such action with the Head" Mendoza, Rene Delgado, nile gang through the mission
blacklisted, and today relations between
George Roble s, Raymond society in the neghborhood of
tenets of democracy? How can we de- Domoulin
and a dozen-odd oth- New York's Emmanuel Presthe races are strained, cold and formal.
fend the principles upon which rests the er swaggering teenage toughs byterian church.
A White Citizens Council laid down
structure of representative government in their own words "learned He reorganized the gang into
the strategy: force enough Negroes out
when we allow such undemocratic prac- how to come up the hard way" a pseudo-military group, along
Their acceptance of the re- U. S. Marine Corps lines. He
of the county; eventually the white
tices to prevail?
straints
of society is good news reasoned that the Sportsmen
minority will become the unchallenged
A whole community is being driven for city police and welfare of- Massadors would accept this, NEW YORK — One of the In these days of international The Communists have unde
brightest young statesmen of Af- turbulence when American pres- mined American interest i
majority at the ballot box.
to desperation, to economic ruin and the ficers who wage continual war inasmuch as their own organiz- rica is Chief Ayotunde Rosiji of tige is being viciously under- Asia and they are certain to', _
As a result, some Negroes can't buy Governor of the state does nothing about fare against luvenile delin- ation was run in a military Nigeria. With
a Cambridge and mined among the peoples of step up their attacks upon us ..
fashion with a war lord, coungroceries or gasoline to run their trac- it. He is either a party to the conspiracy quency.
London
University
background Asia, it is inspiring to talk with in Africa. If men like Chief RoIt all probably happened be- cils, strategies and weapons.
and a flourishing law practice. a statesman like Chief Rosiji. siji, young, smart and vigorous,._,
tors. Credit, a way of life in the rural to drive the Negro voters out of
But
surprise,
to
of
they
the
cause
efforts
soon
his
of
a
yming
Fayette
He is an African who not only achieve sower in the various,.
South, is refused. Tenant farmers have county or his political commitments Negro Minister, Ben Moring. tired of the marches, exercies Chief Rosiji is fully prepared for understands the real
meaning- new African states, we will have"
his present mission in America.
He
discipline.
then
organized
who
a
and
organiztheatrical
been told to move on. Negro leaders have dulled his sense of responsibility.
fulness
of
democracy,
but also an advantage in the cold •,st......
He
is
address
here
to
the
group, the Centurians, to which ed them into the theater group.
cherishes
the
freedoms
and lib- which we cannot afford to over ,..
have been threatened.
Trusteeship Council of the UnitThe Federal government should deerty granted the individual un- look.
.
ed
Nations
ticklish
on
the
issue
Feelings are so intense that some clare this troubled county in Tennessee 111111111111111111111111111111111111MINSIMIMIMMI111111111111111111111111111111M110111111111111111111111111111111111
The American Negro has dem-- •
of the future of the Northern der the democratic system.
white farmers mortgage their farms to a disaster area and institute at once the
Cameroons which voted in a We use the words democracy onstrated over a long period::
replace Negro labor with expensive necessary measures of relief. This, at
plebiscite last year not to asso- and freedom so much that some- that he has no interest in the.,,,,
ciate itself with Northern Niger- times I think we are apt to Russian way of life and the-machinery. Some merchants risk bank- least, would show that the boycott has
underestimate their significance gains he is making today in the..., I
ia.
ruptcy by refusing to sell to Negroes.
for the millions of people who battle for first-class citizenship.., 1
no stamp of approval in Washington.
Chief Rosiji .!an speak with really
have had no chance to to help to fortify his faith in the •
great authority because he is a shape
the course of their own democratic system. Incidentally;:
formidable figure in Nigerian lives.
There is nothing like a
politics. He is a former minister little foreign travel for getting Chief Rosiji has been impressed
by many of the Negro leaders_
A prophecy is in order: recent events dent's minor successes in Manila and
in the federal government and some appreciation of
what whom he has met in America
now
serves
as
Deputy
Leader
of
In Tokyo may prove to have shaken the Taipeh can be balanced against the mathese words really mean,
so far.
the Opposition in the Nigerian In our society a man, even
American people more deeply than alfederal house. He is also the despite the crazy color bars, Last week Chief Rosiji intros_
jor defeat in Tokyo is pure nonsense. It
most anything else in the last decade.
''shadow minister of defense and can be sure that he can ac- duced me to a number of Air - .
is not surprising that Americans are refinance," two key ministerial complish important objectives cans in New York from Soma
Mr. Eisenhower who came into the Presland and other African cou ..
posts.
through his own efforts and in tries on the threshold of indeidency saying "I will go to Korea" is now acting like a man suffering from shock.
As shadow minister under the dustry, that he can choose the
going out of office being told "you can- For one thing, they are groping for overBritish
type
parliamentary kind of work and the general pendence. Most of them are .Chief
system
is the area of industry which suits his here on business with the United_
simplified
Rosiji
not come to Japan," and something more
explanations.
Nations. Practically all of thenr.
watchdog
finance
and
of
defense
fancy If he does not like one
than humiliation is involved.
It' the Communists were really as inand would become minister of city, he can move to another are well educated and knowledg-The failure of the Summit Confer- fluential as they are described in the
these posts if his party came and some kind of education is able about world affairs. Soon' i
I believe there will be so many.
to power.
ence marked no more than the failure of American press, the State Department
available if he really prefers Africans represented in
theChief Rosiji, who is only forty- not to be an ignoramus. The
a diplomatic move upon which mo,t might as well give up the hope that the
United Nations that they wal;
two,
is
freely
few
mobile
one
big
in
men
is
American
of
the
Americans had embarked hesitantly and United States can hold on to its bases in
have power and influence far
in Africa who has what may every way conceivable.
beyond anything one believed
reluctantly a mere nine months before. Japan. Many commentators have jumped
be called an American type per- Most Africans whom I have
possible a 'ew years ago.
•freedoms
inherent
sonality. He has a quick smile, met love the
The cancellation of the President's visit to the conclusion that the disturbances
After dinner speakers are fond'
democratic system and
a
warm
gracious
and
manner
the
in
to Japan shows that the foundation upon were a direct consequence of the breakand a real flair for making Chief Rosiji wants to make cer- of making the statement that we
which the United States has constructed down of the Summit Meeting. No doubt
friends and influencing people. tain that Nigeria becomes more are living in a "changing
This bromide is a
His swift repartee and expert and more democratic in the bas- world."
Its whole policy for the past seven years the discovery that U-2s have flown from
fact
Despite the detoday.
hard
word.
Thus when
knowledge of the English lan- ic sense of the
Is riddled with termites.
banes in Japan increased the nervousness
guage make him a delightful it comes to international rela- pressing signs of conflict bee
At the annual gathering in Virginia, of Japanese pacifists.
conversationalist. Further he tions, the blandishments of the tween East and West, I belleve• ,!
has a sense of humor and does Communists will be rebuffed be- that the changes which are talc:
last weekend, of the advisers of the SecThe main responsibility for the demnot take himself too seriously. cause the liberties of the indi- ing place can ultimately make a'
retary of Defense, the admirals and the onstrations seems to lie with an old cooChief floniji and two of his vidual mean nothing to them. better world.
airmen were reportedly unrolling the litinn of neutralists, pacifists and screwaides, members of parliament, When we read the headlines These are dramatic times and
plan to make 3 month long in- today in the nation's press, it our young people have a gr
map of slternatiye bases to those in ball students. These would probably have
formal
tour of the United States is hard to escape the conclu- opportunity to build the briglIP
Japan, which they had hoped would not come out in the streets to protest against
following his speech at the sion that our national prestige new world that their fathers
be needed for these ten years.
the Japanese-American military pact in
United Nations. He hopes to see in the world at large is dan- have failed to do. Chief Rosiji
something of Washington, De- thatger
To suggest, as the New York Times any case; all the Cony:mists did was to
convinced and his friends are some of th.
gerously
ouwsel
troit, Cleicago, and Los Angeles
go.inig to
amneed friends most promising architects of the
seemed to be suggesting thst the Presi- egg them on.
during 4uly.
"DIG THE GIANT SUE ASHTRAY!"
wherever we can find them. future.
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livery, 312 N. Spring St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
•••
Dear Mme Chante:
I am interested in hearing
from men between 37 and 43
living in Chicago who are sincere and do not expect anymore out of life than what is
•• •
put into it. Those normal.
Dear Mme Chante:
I would. like to correspond healthy, clean cut men who are
with Christian men in or out of seeking more than a pretty
military service who are sin- face and dress and want somecere, light brownskin and be- thing out of life. I am 38,
tween the ages of 34 and 54. I brownskib, black hair, brown
am 35, a Christian, dark eyes, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 136
brownskm, 5 feet, 81
2 inches lbs. If not sincere do not waste
/
tall, 155 lbs, considered nice the time — Velma Hartfield,
looking I attend college in the 1010 26th Avenue, 2nd floor,
day
and
work
at
nicht. Oakland Calif
• ••
Madame Chante, I think you
Dear
Mme
Chante:
are doing wonderful work in
helping people, I appreciate I would like to meet a man
your kindness very much. — between 2C and 30 — one who
Rainie Cobb, 902k1 W. 28th St., doesn't drink or gamble and
is interested in the better
Indianapolis, Ind
•••
things of life. I am 20, 5 feet,
6 inches tall, dark complexion
Dear Mme Chante:
I am interested in correspond- and do not smoke, drink or
ing with American pen pals— gamble Color does not matter.
preferably men. I would like I promise to answer all letters
to meet a man who is interest- and exchange photos. Please
ed in getting married and live send photo in first letter. —
Rainford, Eveston
a settled life. He must be Minerva
between the ages of 26 and 45. Park, Salisberry Plain, Pa.,
I am 5 feet. 2 inches tall, Jamaica B W. I.
•••
weigh 130 lbs., brown complexChante:
Dear
Mme
ion, brown eyes. I am 19 years
old. All letters will be answer- I would like to meet a nice
ed promptly. I will give all de- lady between the ages of 30
tails about myself and ex- and 40. She must be honest and
change photos. — Bella Thom- know how to treat a nice man
as, Louis Pen, Spanish Town, Please send photo in first
letter. I am 40—have no bad
Jamaica, B. W. I.
•• •
habits. — Joe Brown, 4841
Langley, Chieago. Ill.
Dear Mme Chante:
•••
I've been reading the Chicago
Mme
Chante:
Dear
I
years.
Defender for about 9
am interested in correspond- Please help me find a mate.
ing with nice gentlemen be- I am a lonely woman 36 years
tween 27 and 35. I am a divor- old, fair complexion, long hair,
cee. I have one small son. I 115 lbs.. 5 feet, 21,42 inches tall.
am a high school graduate I am fairly educated and
with two years of college. Do operate a dressmaking estabnot smoke or drink-1 am a lishment. I shall answer all
member of the Church of letters promptly. — Euadne
Christ, medium brownskin, 27, Diggan, 2.A Sheffield Road,
5 feet, 7 inches tall, 170 lbs. Windward Rd., P. 0. Kingston,
Jean M. Harper, General De- Jamaica, B. W. I.

Dear Mme Chante.
I am looking for a churchgoing young lady from the
South, between the ages of 2,5
and 32. I am a young man, 32,
5 feet 11 inches tall, 160 lbs ,
brown skin, brown eyes, black
hair. Please send photo in first
letter. Lee Prayer, 544 W. 63rd
St., Chicago, Ill.

•
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Military Shows
No Segregation

In all the clamor over inte- that the success of armed forgration and civil rights the one ces integration has been the
big example of integration in most striking and offers the
practice which we have has greatest contrast Here for the
Negro serviceman the short bus
been overlooked.
According to an article in ride to town often represents
which couples prepare themAN ANTONIO, Tex.—(UPI) fortify the uniqueness of each groups.
the June issue of Coronet mag- 'a trip to the neat. Uniformed
azine. our mighty defense ma- or not he may again be forced
—A physician and a psychia- sex's contribution, it is valuable "Segregated groups tend to selves by reading books about
chinery with all its potential to conform to patterns of segretrist disagreed at the National to be able to discuss these things degenerate, as far as the men sex.
for destruction, is sowing seeds gation.
and formally without are concerned, into bur sessions. He also said he thinks medical
Catholic Family Life Convention openly
of brotherly love and under- James C. Evans, who is ciI have always felt that the talks talks ought to be replaced by
on whether engaged couples the other sex being around.
standing among Americans. vilian assistant, Office of the
are more dignified and bene- lectures on inter-personal relashould get sex instruction in SAVES MYSTERIES
Integration started in the Secretary of Defense, is the
"This, at the same time, pre- ficial if they are given togeth- tionships that will help couples
mixed groups.
armed forces as far back as man most responsible for carmake a better marital adjustDr. John R. Cavanagh, a serves the subtleties and psy- er."
1948 with an executive order rying out integration in the
ment, rather than upon pure
Washington psychiatrist, said chological mysteries of the re- REAL PLEASURE
from President Truman. By armed forces. Evans, a Negro,
Dr. Ratner also said: "If the physical relationships.
p r e m a ri t a I sex instruction spective sexes."
1950 the President's Committee is a graduate of the Massachushould be g i v en to mixed "If we don't give these talks sex act were an act of mechan- Theme of the Catholic family
on Equality of Treatment and setts Institute 31 Technology
groups. The physician, Herbert to men and women together, we ics or acrobatics it would be life convention, the 27th, was
Opportunity in the Armed Serv- and an electronics as well as a
Ratner. commissioner of Pub- are increasing the difficulties well to have both sexes togeth- "Readiness For Marriage."
ices was able to report that manpower specialist, according
lic Health in Oak Park, Ill., people have in adjusting to mar- er. But the real pleasure of
most of its recommendations tJ (7oronet.
sex is not tied up with the act,
said tey should not.
riage," Dr. Cavanagh said.
had been carried out. Today
"In preparing couples for mar- "Because, in doing so, we but with the communication of
He iays, ''if thtre is a lag
there are no segregated units in a magnetic circuit, we
riage and the marital act, it create an idea that there is love which determines the siganywhere.
change it, improve it, and it
must be recognized that the role something just not nice enough nificance of the act."
10 PER CENT
never snaps back. We've done
and psychology of each sex is about the physical aspects of Dr. Cavanagh said he thought
Negroes, who make up about the same thing for a cultural
different," Dr. Ratner said.
marriage to allow us to discuss sex talks should be replaced by
ten per cent of our uniformed lag in our society, through inorder to preserve and these things openly with mixed question and answer sessions.
population, eat, sleep and train tegration, we changed it, imw hi t e
with
servicemen. proved it. It can never snap
Throughout the world, they and back."
their families make equal use
of all Defense Department facilities, which include nurseries,
schools and supermarkets as
well as barracks and rocket
launching sites.
More than 5,000,000 of
civilAmericans—servicemen,
CardiJosef
these
as
such
has
Others,
independence
Belgian granting of
LEOPOLDVILLE, •
ians, and dependents—are subof
Archbishop
Roey,
van
nal
the
for
will
good
in
resulted
Congo—There are more Cathoject to integration in their
government and the Church, he Malines, Belgium, are more
lics in the Congo than any
daily lives. The results add up,
in
warned
prelate
The
guarded.
said.
other African nation, but on the
in the words of historian RichConthe
that
letter
pastoral
a
of
most
said
Ceuppens
Father
eve of independence here many
ard Bardolph of the University
indetrue
achieve
cannot
go
Congo
of North Carolina, to "one of WASHINGTON — (UPI)—The
Church leaders are apprehen- the new leaders of the
will be Catholics and will con- pendence without a strong moral
sive of the future.
the most profound changes in Supreme Court has agreed to
education.
religious
and
to
Church
the
on
rely
tinue to
American racial patterns since decide whether state courts can
Racial demands for expulsion supply needed teachers and
Father
A veteran missioner,
the Emancipation."
overturn on "common law"
of white missionaries, tribal doctors
Joseph Vande Walle, C.I.C.M.,
Integration off duty is direct- grounds decisions of the Federal
warfare, growth of hostile nawarned that bloody intertribal
ly related to the cultural and Power Commission in interstate
tive sects, and communist inwarfare would affect the work
social level of a serviceman natural gas rate cases.
filtration will be among the
of native priests. Citing the
and his family and what they're This right is now reserved
chief problems facing Congofighting that has already taken
looking
for in the way of after exclusively for the federal
lese Catholics in the new state
place between the Lulua and
fun,
hours
Coronet reports. The courts.
30.
emerges June
Baluba tribes, he said that the
greatest amount of it comes on
ye centuries of missionary
deep-seated loyalties of native
higher social and cultural lev- The commission currently has
priests to their tribes will put
work have given the church a
els.
Together, white and Negro on file about 10,000 independent
are
family
the
of
members
of
strong position. Catholics numthem in an untenable position LLOYD FERGUSON, one
go to the theatre producer contracts which could
servicemen
the top four graduates from his wife, Rose Marie, and
if real civil war breaks out.
ber 4,865,813 of the total popuin New York or the opera in be affected Hence the case is
daughters Debra Kay, 2, and
lation of 13,559,000, a far highHe pointed out that Catholic the University of Chicago's
Milan. But the rarely integrate tremendously important to the
Ferguson
Marie,4.
with Donna
er proportion than in the Unitmembers of the Lulua tribe are Medical school, relaxes
when they go to the honky- gas industry.
at will take up internship at the
ed States. Also, there are 604,hostile to Baluba priests. Some his family in their borne
tonks of Montmartre or the The suits are a direct chalhosGeneral
Massachusetts
before
University,
LEXINGTON, Miss—Dr. Are663 persons taking instruction MIAMI BEACH — (UPI) — Luluas, he added, do not dare 5427 S.
lenge ot the FPC's powers unof Germany.
Gasthauser
move to Boston. Other pital.
nia C. Mallory, president of EUROPE EASIER
in the Catholic Faith.
A maladjusted ape is not just receive Holy Communion from they
der the 193? Natural Gas Act as
Saints Junior College who has
On June 30, 1950 there were up to monkey business, he prob- Baluba priests for fear they
Much of the progress has altered by the Supreme Court's
been a delegate for the National teen made in Europe where famous June 7, 1954 Phillips dewill be poisoned later by their
2,776 priests. Native priests
didn't get enough affec- own tribesmen.
Council of Women of the U. S. Americans don't have to worry cision making all interstate gas
numbered 389 in comparison to ably
tion from his mother.
to Canada and Austria, will as much about custom. How- prices subject to FPC utility154 ten years ago. Pope John
Racial bias has been shown
make her third representation ever, it is in the United States type approval.
XXIII has already recognized This was the report of Dr. by extreme nationalists who
in Instanbul, Turkey during
the maturity of the country by Harry F. Harlow of the Univer- have demanded the expulsion
removing it from mission stat- sity of Wisconsin to the Florida of white missionaries.
the Triennial Conference of the
us and granting a local hier- Psychological Association here. Last month a mob of CongoInternational Council of WomHarlow said young apes demarchy last November.
lese nationalists smashed a Lloyd Ferguson, who finished Urbana. He Wended the Uni- en.
Some observers, such as Fa- onstrate a definite need for statue of Our Lady in a church from the University of Chicago's versity of Illinois here as a All free countries are reprether Joseph Ceuppent, head of caresses. He said in the absence they had forcibly entered in Medical School among the top
sented in this powerful organistudent.
the Catholic Information Bu- of their mother they will de- Kadutu, accused the priest four graduates, will leave soon medical
zation for the development of
obinanimate
velop
affection
for
two
of
reau here, feel the position of
there of meddling in politics for Boston, where he will be- Married and the father
women and children throughout
the Church is secure. He said jects such as a doll, or even a and warned that foreign priests come an intern.
children, Ferguson lives at 5427 the world.
stick.
situation has changed from
will not be welcome in the
Ferguson, 27, enrolled in the S. University. He is the son Dr. Mallory will represent
year when rioters identi- The monkey deprived of a Congo after independence.
chief professor of biology the Commission on Education
the Church with Belgian mother or a substitute later In January, Auxiliary Bishop Medical School on a fellowship of the
i
Institute, Gramb- in the U. S. on the InternationGrambling
Mediat
National
the
by
awarded
policies. Belgium's finds great difficulty in adjust- Joseph Malulla of Leopoldville,
colonial
al Educational Commission. Her
ing to the society of fellow apes. a native Congolese, warned that cal Fellowship, inc., an organi- ling, La.
of
advancement
name has been placed in nomi
the
zation
for
the
veteran,
Army
two-year
A
Physical contact with the moth- independence will be a "naer may be more important than tional catastrophe" unless the American Negroes in the field gratuate plans to return to Chi- nation by Great Britain, Canacago and work in the field of da and the United States as vice
any other factor in the ape's people accept the "universal of medical research.
adjustment to society, Harlow charity which Christ has come He was a pre-medical student pathology at the University of convener of the International
Committee on Education
at the University of Illinois in Chicago.
to place in us."
said.
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Supreme Court
Agrees To Hear
Gas Rate Case

Even Apes
Can Become
Maladjusted

Saints Prexy
Named. Delegate

Top Grad Set To
Intern In Mass.
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Miss.. College
Graduates 61

LEXINGTON, Miss. — Saints
J u ni or College held its 34th
commencement in the Wyoming Wells Gymtorium. There
were 61 graduates from all divisions representing 24 states.
Mrs. Gladys Noel Bates, assistant OxecuUve director of
Mississippi Teachers' Association, and editor of the Mississippi Journal, gave an inspiring
address "Labor Merits Victory."
Six dormitories have been
ed to the scoot due to in•
sed enrollment.
-Summer school for high school
6tudents will convene July 6 to
ifsimigust le.

THE PRIME MINISTER OF palace in Lome. The two
Kwanie heads of government discussDoctor
GHANA,
Nkromah and the Prime Min- ed various problems arising
later of the Republic of Togo, in their two countries as a
Sylvanus Olympio had pri- result of their aewly-gained
vate talk la the government's ladepesdesce.

sa uffi2lcribe Reads Story; Gets Gloomy Idea' •
so they say
ico and the USA Plan to exchange music talent. — NEW
*rts Show Lounge management PLAN WOULD bring U.S. stars
slans to bring in top "names" to Mexico and in exchange send
IS FACT THAT NEW operator, top Mexican stars to this coun7. B. Atkins is in charge of book- try.—THE CURRENT one-week
ng talent tours for South Amen- tour of Stan Kenton and band is
'a—HE IS REPORTED TO being viewed as a kickoff of the
ea 'e lined up such touring plan.—SUCH ARTISTS AS Nat
'packages" as Sammy Davis, Cole, Johnny Mathis, Count Baat King Cole, Sarah Vaughan sic, Duke Ellington, Ella FitzInd many more for the many gerald, to name a few would
:ours planned. IN POSSESSION benefit by the plan. — PLAN
)F this "tool" it is only natural ALSO CALLS for all artists to
hat he would attempt, and be paid on basis of U. S. rates
perhapi, succeed, to have the to stars.
tours include stops at Roberts THE HARRY BELAFONTE
where he is major domo. — SINGERS, scheduled for sumOVERSEAS REPORTS say mer-fall tour to include Honowelcome mat would be ex- lulu and other points in that sectended Sammy Davis, jr., for tion WILL PREDATE THE tour
visi" to Swedish territory with with a stint in New York's Walhis bride-to-be, Mai Britt during dorf Astoria's
Empire Room
his stay in Europe. THE SWED- starting next week. — JAZZ
ISH actress has said publicly CONCERT PRESENTED by
that her own family and the New York Daily News Welfare
Swedish public
would accept Association featuring interracial
Sammy graciously.
program was so successful it
•• *
be repeated next season. —
WHEN HARRY BELAFONTE TWAS AN ALL-Jazz promotion
was announced as winner of featuring many of the top
'ten actor in musical and earl- names in jazz circles. — TOP
ety category" on recent "Em- AMONG THE HIT
recordings
my's Award" program telecast as presented in most recent
the victory and honor occasion- Variety Magazine poll is "A
ed no surprise. Most of those Rockin' Good Way" by Dinah
assembled in Hollywood as well Washington and Brook Benton
as nation's millions of viewers for Mercury. — ALSO
AMONG
believed he would win.—AND the selected few is "Night" by
THE STUDIO audience response Jackie Wilson, currently starindicated everyone present was ring at Regal Theatre in Chicahappy over the selection.
go. —
THE BIG PARTIES (in Har***
lem) immediately after the IVORY JOE HUNTER, who
Floyd Patterson victory stag- is in Chicago this week while
ed at Count Basie's 32nd and his wife Sophie Lee, recuper7th ave., hot spot, and Sugar ates from a minor operation, JO BAKER moved into the
Ray Robinson's "Cozy Tavern" leaves SOON FOR NEW YORK famous French Olympia in
few blocks away. — CELEB- , where he has several recording Paris this week to replace the
RITIES GALORE including Joe sessions to fill. — FAMOUS PI- American play, "Harlem HeatLouis, Louis Armstrong and for ANIST — composer is guesting
few moments, Patterson him- in-law the William "Bill" Drivself. joined in the merriment. ers during his brief stay in Win— MOST VHILADELPHIA disc dy City AMERICAN GUILD
jockeys wanted for investiga- OF VARIETY ARTISTS (AGVtion by District Attorney anent A) has scheduled its 1961 con‘`payola' refused to answer vention for Honolulu, it was ancall from the law-enforcer's of- nounced this week. — AMONG
fice. — AS A RESULT, war- SEPIANS who'll make trip in
rants based on bribery charges official capacity are Frederick
are being sought by the D.A's O'Neil and Noble Sissle. —
office.
"AGVA" IS THE union to which
* ••
most of the actors you watch
RIO DE JANEIRO — Sammy
^NDS AND SINGING artists perform at theatres and in
jr., who arrived here
Davis,
•-•nry happy about the Mex- clubs belong.
from smash engagement in London, was given the red carpet
treatment from time his plane
ascended through opening of
his first stint here.
Spot goers -sere well aware
of his engagement to U. S. movie

Hopes Mai Britt Isn't
Behind Pixland 8-Ball
In Davis Wedding Plan•

By AL MONROE

oriz THING IN favor of Rob

ishardly unique. Years ago
top Broadway star who chose
Not so long ago we read in our
to regularly have her meals in
favorite morning paper (you
world famous
with
comliany
know which one) that Sammy
Davis, jr., and movie star Mai sepia star, often in the confines
Britt were practically agreed of her own apartment, found
on a trip down the altar. At that herself out of work overnight
time we had nothing but high with no explanation, as to why.
hopes for successful wedlock in- She sat by her phone, visited
volving the pair of youngsters. offices of the agencies daily but
More recently, however, a there was no role for her. This
story appeared in the press was strange since she was ratcrediting Twentieth Century-Fox ed the very ultra of female enbrass with statement that Miss tertainers at the time.
Britt's contract would not be Then there was the case of
renewed when the option falls the sepia dancer-artist, a comdue this summer. My, my, we bination of Harry Belafonte and
began thinking but said nothing Sammy Davis, jr. Ye, guy was
since we had no proof for our as handsome as Harry a
oeductions or the studio's rea- boasted talents even Day
sons, for making the alleged an- would be happy to own. Howeve
during the height of his career
nouncement.
Credited to a spokesman for he became involved in one ol
the studio is a refusal by his those romantic rumors with a
backers to say whether the ac- top artist and things started to
tion was connected with the happen in reverse for both the
blonde actress' announced plan dancer-artist and the Broadway
to wed Davis. Rather he said star rumor had him associated,,.:
"let's put it this way: her film with. Well this one ended not in_.
"The Blue Angel" didn't set marriage but through death ot any records at the boxoffice." the dancer who -accidentlyt.:
To some this may serve as an drowned while crusing in a row
excuse. To others it is simply a boat with two girls and another
way out. They realize, as do man.
the studio brass, that of the Since Twentieth Century-Fox.:
thousands of pictures turned out is only one of several major
in a single season no more than studios it is possible that another
a handful are credited with set- studio will offer her a contract.
ting records or even matching She has the looks and shape Holreleases appearing on same lywood craves for its stars todate. And there is no record day and has proved in severa1
Angel." Miss Britt, in London of any of the hundreds of stars pictures that she has the till:
with Sammy, did not accom- in those films being "dropped" ents. Frankly we are not crospany him to South America.
for the simple reason that their sing bridges before we rea
latest releeases broke no rec- "em. Simply trying to dig
ords.
what we've read and comparin
This interracial bug-a-boo, pre- the picture with happenings of
viously in the rumor stage only the past.
By ROBERT ROY

wave" that did a floppo. See
story on this page as reported
from Paris.

MM BRITT, who is engaged
to wed Sammy Davis, jr., is
shown in a scene from one of
her last pictures, "The Blue

Rio de Janeiro Crowds
Hail Sammy Davis, Jr.

Jo Baker Replaces A
Roppo From America

ances, was scaled at approximately ;14 per person, or $28 a
couple. And no one was heard to PARIS — Jo Baker's hit of Olympia from closing and
Mes vaudeville from passing the locomplain among the capacity last searson, "Paris
via cal summer scene. In addition
scene
back
on
Amours"
is
jams that attended each of his
programs. This figure, is of the recently shattered Paris this means a proper and percourse based on the American Olympia that folded after a nine- haps successful replacement for
dollar but was measured in day trial run of the American Edith Piaf who was forced to
production "Harlem Heatwave," cancel out her May-August Aft
pounds in London.
The difference in exchange Olympia prexy Bruno Coquat gagement due to illness. NW
here may mean a smaller nix booked the Baker show in Piaf was slated to follow "Han
-take" for Davis while here but hopes of recouping some of the lem Heatwave" into the Olymlosses sustained through failure pia.
he will be well paid.
entertains high
Coquatrix
In this country, as well as of the much heralded "Harlem
hopes for a successful run with
England, artist's pay rate is Heatwave" to draw.
based on their ability to draw. Booking "Heatwave" was in a Jo Baker. The one time Toast
And Sammy is a top drawing sense of huge gamble in book- of Europe is still very populaa
card here just as he is in his ings. It is generally recognized over here and is rated one of
in a classroom. They say Negro many instances Negroes appear- home, America, and Europe that straight vaudeville does not if not the top drawing card it
artists, regardless of ratings, ing in halls and cafes below Ma• where he just concluded a suc- pay in the spring and summer Paris.
seasons. Exception last year was Much of Coquatrix' hope fo'
are schooled in the things they son and Dixon line are escorted cessful stay.
can do as well as those things to and from work by police Davis is being booked over the successful run of the Jose- another success in this returr
they cannot do or say during whose presence is provided to here through the William Mor- phine Baker production he is date is based on her success ii
and after performance. And a avoid attacks from young prank- ris Agency in New York, U.S.A. bringing back. La Baker's Brussels earlier this season
major part of the "schooling" sters who seem to get fun out of and handled directly by Harry 'Paris Mes Amours," booked The latter engagement came fol
deals with what they must both persecuting Negro artists. This, Foster who represents the Mor- for a brief summer stay actually lowing Miss Baker's invasion a
expect and take from the ring- they point out, is definite ris setup abroad. Foster admits remained for nine months and America and Canada where sin_
siders and first-nighters without protection from bodily harm but that of all the American stars played to near capacity night was well received and her show,
well patronized. "Paris Me.
defending themselves and their absolutely none from the oils- he has handled none came even after night.
honor verbally or otherwise.
'tasteful epithets tossed their way close to matching the all around Booking the Jo Baker show Amours" is a production and no;
The artists point out the un. by patrons of the places where popularity and pull Davis has cleared up two problems for a "one woman's show" as La
likeihood of bodily harm and they appear to spotlight their been blessed with since his ar Coquatrix. Its predicted suc- Baker was featured in durins
cessful stay may well keep the her tour of America and Can
explain it in this manner. In talents.
rival overseas.

star Mai Britt but apparently
cared little for that story. Newsmen questioned the artist briefly
about Miss Britt who did not
make the trip here but their
questioning was drowned out by
the applause and cheers that
greeted the star.
There is every reason to be-

lieve the engagement, here will
equal in appeal, the artist's stay
in London. Promoters here are
well aware of the record breaking engagement in London and
are making plans for a like
"cleaning up."
The engagement in London
that ran through 800 perform-

Why Stars, Wherever
Possible, Nix Dixie

LENA HORNE'S experience
with night club patrons who
insist on heaping insults on
stars came not from Dixie
but in Las Vegas. However,
Lena showed her resentment
to the slur by toning a few

With the number of sepia stars
refusing engagements in Dixie
(Miami excepted) we decided to
learn why, if there was a direct
answer to be had.
Naturally we wondered if fear
of bodily harm was the main
factor. It not, then why the
wholesale list of refusals by the
"name" sepia artists to okay
tours through the land known as
"below Mason and Dixon Line."
With proof of the "nixing"
and a desire to learn why, we
began our own poll of the various artists to be encountered
during their brief stays in Chicago. The reason is based on a
national situation that is "re
sent proof" in the south. The
artists say it is not fear of bodily
harm but the slurs one must
meet with when performing be.
fore audiences of the other race.
Then they hurry to add: this is
not exactly a Dixie habit, it is
national in scope, but in cities
like Chicago, New York, Los
Angeles, Detroit and Hollywood
the artist can defend himself
or herself right there on the
scene. In Dixie, the Negro artcups and saucers at her tor- ists are warned, actually promentor. Perhaps this is what hibited, against making any sort
the stars mean when they of verbal comback in resentsay one can show resentment ment, they say.
to slur.. when they occur
According to the artists we
above Mason and Dixon Line, questioned, arriving on scene foi
an engagement at a Dixie thea,
tre or night club 'a like enrolling

Stars Mourn Passing
OfLoop's Blue Note
When news of closing of the
The Blue Note, in addition to
Blue Note Cafe, main location being top spot for jazz music
for jazz music in the loop, hit
and musicians, was operated on
gloom along the rialto. Most of
it from the name sepia stars. a most democratic plan. Such
For years the
Blue Note big bands and attractions as
has been the main Chicago out. Duke Ellington, Lionel Hemplet for traveling bands and ton, Count Basie, and Louis
combos. In fact there was no iArmstrong
appeared
there
place or places for the stars to regularly. Duke Ellington and
work in "passing through Chi band was spot's annual Xmas
cago" until the Regal and Holiday feature. And Basic and
Tivoli theatres went on the Joe Williams were the same
"live show kick." There were kind of fixtures—regulars that
some other spots hut only a few is.
specialized in sepia talent proThe Blue Note can well lay
grams. And the few that did claim to bein gthe birthplace
were small clubs catering to of many artists who have gone
combos and individual artists forward in television and film
exclusively. There was no oth- fame. Many singers currently
er Place to house the big bands. I starring on television and as

e

Gordon Heath Stars In
film Hailed By French
PARIS — Gordon Heath, well'ture also carries a second title
known Broadway ,USA) actor "Cowards Live On Hope" which
who stars in the French picture, makes it appealing to those who
"Les Laches Vivent D'Espoir" do not reach French fluently.
and also doubles in night club Heath has starred in several
show at L' Abbaye, is a trem- other French films, two of which
endous favorite over here.
have been distributed in the
For American tourists the rile- USA. He entered movies and

headliners of "packages" received their big push at
Frank's Blue Note. They started at the Blue Note at small
salaries and returned later at
top salary figures that "Frank"
confided to friends that he was
always happy to dish out. "He
likes to see artists who received their start in his place move
up to where they can command
top pay," critics have often
been heard to say.
While bands were generally
featured at Blue Note,
many "singles" also starred in
the place. Such greats as Ella
Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan,
Ann Henry, Lurlean Hunter,
Nat King Cole, Della Reese,
Sallie Blair, to name a few
spotlighted from bandstand of
the popular "Note."
Thus the mourners corner is
crowded with stars of band and
vocalists' circles over announcement that the Blue Note is no
more.

,

They're Talking About

WASHINGTON'S Glory." Her roles call for some
DINAH
$2,500 mink sofa-bed had to be serious acting and very little
hauled up 28 flights of stairs singing.
•••
by the delivery men, in order
LEONARD, one CHESTER
singto get it up to the blues
er's 14th floor apartment. The of the dancing Leonard Brothreason: it wouldn't fit on the ers in Larry Steele's "Smart
apartment elevator.
Affairs" revue, took auto•••
racing lessons from Jim RathADELLE JACKSON, editor mann, the Indianapolis 500-mile
of Sepia, Bronze Thrills Hep speed king, while t h e Steele
anti Jive magazines, may be in show was at the Deauville in '
line for some kind of special Miami, Fla,
award from Uncle Sam. Her
.,
LIONEL HAMPTON, 110
series on the F.B.I.'s "Most vibe maestro, is being urged '
Wanted Criminals" helped the to publish a new and up-to-date ,
F.B.I. to capture six men.
version of the "Hamp's Swing
MARY DEE, the popular Book' he edited and published
deejay on Philly's WHAT, be- during the forties.
• ••
came t h e first lady platterBROOK BENTON, the Merspinner to have a show advertised on the back of taxi cabs. cury label star, will be heard
Mary first achieved fame as a on a series of radio and TV
deejay at WHOD in Pitts- jingles he waxed to help raise
funds for the American Heart
burgh.
•••
Assn.'s next big drive.
JOCK() HENDERSON, the
WHEN FREDDIE C 0 L E
"Rocket Ship" pilot on WADO was signed to a long-term conin N e w York and WDAS in tract by Ralph Watkins, boss
Philly, has ordered a special- of New York's Basin Street
made white convertible Cadil- East club, he was inked by the
lac for his son, "Onesy," that same guy who discovered his
looks just like the one he drives brother, Nat "King" Cole,
—the only difference is that back in 1941.
• It •
little Douglas Henderson, Jr.'s
' Caddie will be a toy.
HENRY LEE TANG, one
• 0 •
New York's top Negro d c.
CLARA WARD, the lovel instructors with studio
singer, has one of the three Broadway, will handle
e
and distributed throughout the leading roles in the coming, choreography when the "Sfttif
world. Piz enjoyed a spectacu- Broadway production of Lang-I fie Along" musical is revived
'
ton Hughes' "Tambourines To lets this year.
lar rius hi Cblealo's loon.

television over here where he
now resides, following successful
appearances on New York's
Broadway theatre stages.
Since coming over here Heath
numbers among his starring
stints runs in some of Shakespeare's most famous stories.

CORDON HEATH is shown his earlier pictures. "Heroes
with co-star Maria Fells, left And Sinners" made in France
and Elisabeth Motet in one .5

Masco Young's

*Business And Pleasure, Too . .

Nation's Only Greek Letter Coif Artists Study, Play
Abroad

Wit*N.
do THE EXECUTIVE Committee of the United
Beauty buui
Owners and Teachers Association and Alpha Chi
Pi Omega with
the National Organizer-Founder, Mme. Joyner
on top of the
Mount of Olives where they dedicated themselves
to a life of

th
, st

• BACK FROM an enlightening as well as
an entertaining visit
abroad where trips to historical spots in Europ
e, including a visit to
the Holy Land in Jerusalem were sandwiched
in between studies under famous coif artists and leading technician
s in the beauty culture
field, the United Beauty School Owners and
Teachers and Alpha Chi
Pi Omega Sorority are putting new pract
ices and trends in the profession into effect. Paced by Mme. Marjorie
Stewart Joyner, national
founder and organizer (above) the Greek Lette
r organization still recalls the thrilling highlight of the 15th annua
l convention in BethuneCookman college, Daytona Beach, Fla. Mme.
Joyner pauses under the
great emblem of the S. S. United States after
her audience aboard
ship with the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.

• ANOTHER MEMORABLE experience while
abroad was the audience representatives of UBSO
TA
and Alpha Chi Pi Omega had with the Hon. Jame
s
David Zellerbach (center), Ambassador of the Unite
d
States of America. Significant in importance is that

iffistian Service just as did their founders and leade
rs, the late
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, Mme. C. J. Walker, Mme.
Anna Malone and Mme. Sarah Spencer Washington.

75 teacners and hair stylists in the Greek letter
organization are qualified to teach American and
European methods of advanced hair styling and make
-up
methods.
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• GUARDIAN ANGEL to her charges, Mme.
Joyner kept two
pocketbooks always with her to safeguard the soror
s' tickets and pass
ports. Here she is mingling among group of
passengers during S. S.
United States' fire and boat drill. Notice the life
jackets all are wearing. Included in the itinerary in Europe were
visits to Paris and the
famous "Iliviera," Rothe, Italy, the "Eternal
City"; Switzerland's
famed Lausanne and London, England. During the
15th annual convention in Daytona Beach delegates announced as "regi
stered beauticians we will use R. B. after our names" for more
professional recognition. Over 1,200 delegates from all parts of the
country were in attendance. Its national project is the Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune Foundation, to which it contributes annually.

• MEMBERS OF THE beauticians' sorority and frate
rnity who
went to Europe and the Holy Land to study (photo above
) pose on the
Concord in Paris, France. Group includes Verdella Duncan,
California;
Ambrozene Dowglin, Brooklyn; Mattie Henson, Columbus, Ohio;
Ruth
Cunningham, Los Angeles; Mme. Joyner, Chicago; Ann
Fook, Chicago; Larma J. Smith, Florida; Amelia Searcy, California;
Florida Dunlap, Chicago; Geneva Dougan, California; Estelle Eden
, Brooklyn;

^N.
Jessie Bly, Los Angeles; Lorraine M. Smith, Mae
Tyrell, Chicago;
Alice Marshall, Virginia; Irene Lane, Brooklyn; Ethel
Jenkins, California; Doris Hartsfield, New York; Heloise Armst
rong, Chicago;
Neotha Bennett, Los Angeles; Eunice Osaw, Los Angel
es; Emily
Smith, South Carolina; Mattie Barkley, Missouri; Elois
e Johnson,
Gary, Ind.; Alice Jones, Chicago; Lucretia Van Zandt, Calif
ornia and
Mary Lott, Chicago.

• THE DELEGATION also included Pearl Robinson, Newp
ort Janie Graves, Ruth Hewitt, also of California; Lucile
King, Chicago;
News; Marie Traylor, California; Frances Howard,
Indianapolis; Roxs.nna Gammage, Calif.; Christine Tapp, Phoen
ix.
Ariz.
and RusetMaxine Smith, Charleston, S. C.; Leslie C. Wall, Piqua, Ohio; Willi
am ta Ruff, Chicago. Photo directly above: On board ship
and shown
Jones, Chicago; Dr. Robert E. Joyner, Chicago; Elizabeth J. Funde
r- with Commodore John W. Anderson and Mme. Joyner are
Eloise Johnburk, Charleston; Mary Brown and Elmer Simpson, Chica
go; Mary son, Lerma J. Smith, L. Walls, Emily Smith, Helois Armst
rong. Eddie
Carmichael, Canton; Ella Moncur, Miami; Laurel Julius,
Miami; Any Gray, Christine J. Tapp, Florida Dunlap, Pearl Robin
son, Maxine
Heron,Jamaica, B.W.I.; Mallie Bohannon, Jamaica, N. Y.;
Edna John- Smith, Ann Fook, Elmer Simpson, Ruth Cunningham
and Mattis
son, New York; Eddie Gray, Gary, Ind.; Gladys Modock, California
: }Lair
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rather than in heavy ones.
Have spiliproof sal t an •
d
pepper shakers, containers of instant cream and a bottle and
can opener in the baskee
GRACE WILLIAMS
‘1111111101111111111111111111111111U111111111111111111111M1111
Observe strict sanitation of
hands, utensils and food to avoid
By GRACE WILLIAMS
"Once upon a time, not too contamination. Food poisoning is
lung ago, there lived a :had and a picnic hazard. Experiments
beautiful lady—" who, come have shown that acidity in salsummertime, dreaded the month ads and sandwich fillings th a t
of July and the 4th day especial- include cooked foods prevent
ly. For the knew that the 4th growth of spoilage bacteria. It is
of July meant just one thing to recommended that you marinate
;her family — a picnic. Picnics with tart salad dressing immediwere tun, to the others, but for ately after aliciny or cutting
•
ner they meant work, much such cooked foods as potatoes,
writ k.
chicken or turkey. Then refrigLucky for today's "Lou and erate until other ingredients r re
beautiful lady" our grim fairy added just before serving. Keep
tale has a happy ending. The hard-cooked eggs separate and
picnic has yielded to a regular mix in just before serving. Use
pattern of cook-outs that are fun as much pickle as desired.
for the whole family, including
Cook-out notes were taken
mother.
from our booklet "Eating OutThe keynote of a cook-out is doors." You will find t hi s a
simplicity The simplest food handy little book when planning
becomes a gourmet dish when picnics and outdoor activities.
cooked by enthusiastic chefs. To get your free copy send a
Holiday chefs who specialise C a rd to the Memphis Dairy
in outdoor broiling will w e 1- Council, 133 North Pauline,
come the fact th a t beef is in Memphis 5, Tennessee, or call
good supply. Freshly ground JAckson 6-7303.
beei for the economizer or a
.
luscious steak for those w h o "A Guide To Good Eating"
provided
service
e
t
for
h
a
is
want to splurge a bit need litDefendtle else to supplement them. reader of the Tri-State
Potato, macaroni or kidney bean er through the cooperation of
salad, hearty baked beans, grill- the Memphis Dairy Council..
ed corn on the cob, foil wrapped Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
baked potatoes — anyone of Home Economics at Maaassas
hese is a substantial accompani- High School.

A GUIDE TO GOOD

EATING

i;
1"

US

ligaTTET

Merry
Co-Round
BY MARJORIE 1. ULEN

•
•

V
111111111118.1111misainal•assseaMaim•a lle lb
"CALIFORNIA HERE WE Ricki McGraw, Marye Alice
COME . . ." and a good seg- Bland, Charles Terry, Theoment of "Our Town' will be dore Pickett, Jeanne Letting,
FASHION FAIR — RehearsSuggs, Eloise Sbumpert, A. lit% Annette Hollis, Claudia.
vacationing in the Golden State, William Hampton, Booker T
als for the Fashion Fair have Hayes, Thelma
Holloway, Hester and Valeria Hormon.
principally in Los Angeles, Jones, jr , David Carnes, III, First Clubhouse party given by
been
going
on
some
now
time
Barbara
Davis,
Evelyn
Craw- Do not miss Summer Fashion
Southland
Greyhound
Park
on
where the National convention Jana's brother, Edgar Davis,
the occasion of the opening of and the show, The Summer ford. Seated, from left, Miss- Fair, given by the Moonlight
of Links, Inc. will be conven- III.
their new glass-enclosed club Fashion Fair will be held es Hattie Hayes, Brenda Hol- No. 163. Mr. Campbell, manleg this week.
, Chaperoning the party were
house, with its luxurious ap- July 2, 8 p. m. at Holloway's loway, Delores Flynn, Yvonne ager and photographer; Wil'Motoring out last week were Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts, Mrs.
Walker, supervisor;
'pointment
s Saturday evening Diner on Park. Bathing beau- Parham and Erma Jean Bur- liam
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Davis, Mrs. Porter, Mrs. A. B.
Mrs. Edyce Campbell, Rebefore
last.
Under the super- ties, slinky sheaths, cool cot- ton. In front are Misses JohnMr. and Mrs. Thomas Hayes Hargraves and 'yours truly.'
vision of host John R. Arnold tons, sparkling sports a n d nie Jackson, Alice Hayes, becca chapter OES instruc'gird daughter Tommye Kaye, FINE ARTS CLUB
eyecatching evening wear will Geraldine Stinson and Mr. tor. All above models may
be
of
and Associates, scores be
superbly styled. This Garfield Campbell. Behind contacted for tickets. Tickets
ed Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. The Memphis Fine Arts Club of Arnold
Memphis
and
Arkansas
Sharon.
daughter
Lewis and
met at their club headquarters, guests had a convivial time, group of young lathes shown are the Thrillers, a combo will also be on sale at the
with their sponsors, will be who plays at the Diner. They following pirces: Elk's club,
Flying to the same place last the stately home of Dr and
Imbibing the vintages at the modeling
the clothes. Stand- will lend background music 399 Beale; Campbell's studio,
Thursday were Mrs. Julian Mrs. N. M. Watson at 741 Walkbar and the delicious cocktail ing are
Mrs. S. Smart, Wil- to the Summer Fashion Fair. 1935 W. Warren; Holloway's
Kelso and Miss Jewel Gentry, er, for their last meeting until
fare served. The club has been liam Walker, Misses
Dancey Other models not shown are Diner, Park at Pendleton. A
who travelled by Jet—to partici- September. Appearing on the
aptly named the K-9 club,
doings,
convention
pate in the
program were Mrs. Bernice which name was chosen from Turner, Erma Newman, Hen- Misses Lora Anne Greene, social hour will follow t h e ment. Hot buns, relishes, ice
rietta Phillips, Beauty Mae Betty Watkins. Rose Gilles- show. Tickets are $1.00
and a lengthy vacation after- Thomas Charles Iles, sr., and
in cream sandwiches that the man- VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
hundreds in a recent contest,
wards.
advance and $1.25 at the door. ufacturer packed for you, milk, The Zuber-Bunum Council is
guest of honor at the meeting which resulted in a prize of Richmond, Lena Richmond, pie, Juanita Hill, Emma Jean
The Hayes will be the guests was Madame B. F. McCleave. $100 to Leroy Ankton for Frankic M. Shorter, Debris
iced Cafe au lait round out an urgently pleading for volunteers
of the daughter and son.in-law. one of the organization's chart the winnine entry alone with e
easy, satisfying meal.
to transport the severely handlDr. and Mrs. Wesley Groves er members, Mrs. Valerie Jef- life-time pass to the club.
Easy? Yes, and w it h these '..apped children back and forth
divide
. . . and the Lewis' will
frey gave a glowing biogra- Among out-of-towners attendadditional cook-out notes your
to LaLose playground on Tues..
their time with Mr. and Mrs. phy of Madam McCleave's life. ing were Mrs. Lucy Weidemse
July 4th picnic is a cinch!
day, Wednesday and Thursday
Wilbur Pugh and Atty. and and Mrs. Myrtle Tyus present- of
If
you're
charcoal
cooking
at
Rock City, Ill.. daughter of
Mrs. Willard Woods—Mrs. Pugh ed a birthday cake to the hon- W. P. Porter; Chuck
night, there's no flame b u t•of each week. Most of these
Sterling
'd Mrs. Woods being the oree. Soloist for ,the occasion of St. Louis, Mo. and
glowing red coal,. If it's a day- are non-ambulatory cases a n d
Frank
*slitters of Mr. Lewis.
was Mrs. Mertis Jones.
time picnic, the tops of the coals requires a wheelchair. You may
Manley. Miss Diane Johnson of
--,. I
„„The Sawyers. Mrs. Kelso and The hostess committee. in- St. Louis, Mo., the latter three
have a gray film. Be sure that volunteer your services
for one
Miss Gentry will be staying at cluding Mrs. Lula Smith. Mrs representatives of Arnold and
the fire has cooled uowr some
week,
one
day
or
even
once a
convention
Statler
hotel,
what before grilling meat. Rule
Bernice Thomas, Mrs. Murtle Associates.
the
Charles
Unton.
week. For further information
headquarters for the Links. Tvus, Mrs Beulah Williams, nresident of Southlend '
out
"too
many
cooks,"
appoint
7'reek
until after the meeting, and Mrs. A. T. Williams. Mrs welcomed guests and made the
one man to man the grill.
you may contact Miss Eunice
will then move to the famed Georgia Quinn. Mrs. Pulliam nreaentation.
Hot, mealy, baked potatoes Carruthers, JA 5-1058.
%%retiring hotel for the remaind- and Mrs. Sparks left nothing
New dust-protectors for shoes ore and butter. They are good and
Home for the summer after
er of their two or three weeks undone in 'planning for the inter- four years
transparent plastic boxes which easy. Choose potatoes about the
of
hard
study
at
stay. Mrs. Kelso will then go esting party . . . a deliehtful
stack neatly in your close, ono box same size so all will be done at
Fisk university is Miss M.
for each pair. Some corns with pull- the same time.
to San Francisco to be on hand menu served from the dining Yvonne
Prooks, the third daughout drawers to save restocking.
for the opening of Universal table, handsome with its centerTo make "toting" easy, use
ter of Rev. and Mrs. P. E.
Life company's branch office piece of fragrant gardenias.
dispensabl
e dishes and glasses.
Brooks of 355 Edith ave., to rethere, and to partake of the The club will resume activiBake and carry food in foil pans
ceive a degree from Fisk. Miss
cosmopolitan society of the ties in September when the
Brooks' degree is in the field
colorful California city.
executive boards meets to make of modern foreign
lane:manes.
Miss Gentry will visit in arrangements for their annual ehe was very active in many
.P4penix. Ariz. and Denver, Fall presentation.
carentis nreenl•tationg and re.
Palo., before returning to Mem- 1..F 4TH SOO AL
awa,,4a and
Mg
The Leath Social Service club hon,..ra rlOrfoo her co"'
Jo,
4 11.nother Memphian who has met recently at the home of reeim , Amor," them are Who's
n visiting in Los Angeles Mr. and Mrs. Yatu Joyner at Who Arnnng Studente in Amerithe past two weeks, and who 1320 Austin St., where plans can relieeec and Universities.
will be on hand too for part of were made to send delegates and the ipse_en 'Wise Omega
Use Links convention is Mrs. to the convention of the Fed- Psi Phi of Eta Psi chapter at
Leland Atkins, who joined her erated clubs, namely, Mrs. Fion
father and stepmother, Bishop Aeries Davis and Mrs. Lela Mc- Her
brother, Phillip
E.
Clellan . . . and to plan for all Brooks,
and Mrs. C. H. Mason.
jr. is also home. He
Mrs. Constance Walker and members to join their dele- will enter his junior year at
children left last week to join gates in Dyersbure. Tenn.. the the same school next fall.
her husband, Joe Walker in Los cnnvertinn site. Plans were where he is majoring in physAngeles, where they will take also Trade to collect clothino ics.
for the alleviation of the Chile
• • •
leo residence permanently.
disaster, and to heln les,
guoo
EFT SIXTEEN
Another
charming
recent Fisk
eP '
Yelp and demure Miss Jana fortunate people in Memphis.
university graduate is Miss
ise Davis had no inkling Mrs. Linnie H. Scott, the or- Roberta Ratcliffe, daughter of
that when she went to a show ganization president accom- Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Rat- HONORED — The Southside
Tony's Inn. Friends and membit Friday evening that the panied the delegates to the cliffe of 1322 South Parkway E., Sweethearts honored one of
bers of the Sweethearts club,
chartered
bus on the morning a transfer student from Chat- Its club members
lby would be climaxed with a
with a birth- the Key 12 Social, The Fashlovvely party honoring her six- that they left for the conven- nam college in Pittsburgh, Pa., day party recently. Mrs.
lonette club and the 12 Horsetion.
The
following
teenth ,birthday. cleverly planday, Mrs. who earned the B. A. degree in Sarah James of 1754 Bismark men Social club were
her
ned by her mother, Mrs. Louise Scott, Mrs. Mary L. Taylor, history, who graduated with was the lucky recipient of a special guests
for the occaDavis and her aunt Mrs. Jana Mrs. Gussie Day, Mrs. Lucille denartmental honors. Mr. and fete held in her honor at sion. She was showered
with
Porter. Stooping by the Uni- Joyner. Mrs. Annie Willey. Mrs. Mrs. Ratcliffe attended
many lovely gifts.
the
versal Lolinee '
,her the show 'advs Stokely and Mrs. Myrtle
men eery,Ant c•••0••••ille4--Pr'd
eil not a000cr to he nnuc•lat Show left in Mrs. Shew's new ctIpeerl the iov of thoir
sine* *he knew that her annt statien waenn to tein their dele- APtioht.cr pc she "as stenr,404
was plarring a party, for whs• satinn at Dyersburg.
'her sheeockin. Miss Ratcliffe
she thought was just another of The Memphis group was de- has turned her sights
now on
the many catering plans of lighted when the state presi- entering law school, in
preparaMrs. Porter . . . and to her dent, Mrs. Cora B. Robinson tion for the legal
profession.
chagrin, on hand were scores of Chattanooga, signaled out
• • •
of her friends, clusters of pink the group, and inquired whom
Lena Horne Cosmetics, Inc.
and green balloons overhead, they were . .. and complimenthad a charming emmisary in
' long refreshment table. ed them for their beauty and
town last week in the person
dsome with its cloth, center- neat attire of all white, with
of attractive Miss Barbara
with a crystal vase of red corsages of pink roses and
Kennedy of New York City, a
s . . . and tierred birthday green ribbon. The convention
cake garlanded and festooned meeting was an inspiration for national consultant for the firm.
with n'nk roses and toile green all, and was thoroughly enjoy- Mrs. Josephine Bridees, lecal
manager, entertained
Miss
decnretieee .
. and another ed.
Kennedy with a dinner party at
table Piled with beautifully be- Three
well-known veteran Tene's inn.
rihhnned gifts.
Manassas teachers were feted
The teen-agers had a wonder- on their retirement recently in Mrs. Bridges will leave this
week for Chicago. III, to visit
ed time dancing to the records a warm
program with their
they love . . . and forming fellow-teachers on the last day her well known friend Xenobia
"Cream itself couldn't make coffee taste
'strong' Madison lines — the of school. Miss Gussie Threat, (Little) Brewster, who is now
dance craze which has supplant- high school mathematics teach- makking a courageous battle
richer-yet Carnation has only /
1
2 the fat
against multiple sclerosis. The
ed rocien roll.
er. Miss Ruby Berry Jones.
calories," Miss Thrift emphasizes. Carnatraeic
story
of
her
affliction is
Peiping Jana to make the oc- Sixth grade teacher. and Mrs.
tion in the red and white can is the world's
in the current issue of Ebony.
casion one to be remembered Georgia Sylvers, Junior
high Miss
favorite brand a/ evaporated milk.
Brewster has vi si ted
forever were her fellow mem- teacher, were honored
for their
bers in the Memphis chapter Tong years of devoted service Mrs Bridges several times in
Memphis, and their friendship
If ro-Ettes and friends. in- in
the Memphis city school sysdates back several years. She
chiding Betty Phillips. John tem. Leon German,
L------chairman
Prince, Everett MeKissic. Derby of the se-floors benevolent cleh is the sister of Mrs. Xennra
Tneram. Frank Reynolds, Ro- presented Mrs Willa McWil- (Biel B Clayton of Los Angeles.
WHIPP
ED
SUNDAE SALAD
with whom Jnsenhine visited
berta Shavers, William T. liams Walker, who
spoke of the
(MaasS servirlos)
last Summer. The two sisters
Bmdnax. Polk Puryear. Ed- outstanding service of
the reward Harris, Diana Brigeoe, tiring
To Whip Carnation: chill 1 cup undiluted
service. Miss Jones, the are the famed Brewster twins
of national modeling fame.
Robert Williams, David Green, niece of the
late Mrs. Cora P
Carnation
Evaporated Milk in refrigerator
Robert Fouche, Jesse Dorsey, Taylor, first principal
of the Miss Anne Burford. vice
tray until soft crystals form around edge
Romeo MeNairY, Cuba John- school, was presented a hand- president of the Memphis Coof tray (15-20 minutes). Whip until stiff
son, Carol Ann Springer. Leon some tea wagon
and accessories Ettes entertained in honor of
(about 1 minute). Add 2 tablespoons
Brownlee.
Regina
Thigpen, by Mrs. Annie Belle Saunders. the Nashville Co-Ettes who at"Carnation is the milk that whips like cream-with far fewer fat calories," Miss Thrift explains to a
lemon juice. Whip until v_e_ry stiff (1-2
Lynda Johnson, George .Tone.
. representing
the
Manassas tended the recent Co-Ette dinstudent "I prefer it to any other brand for recipes like Whipped Sundae Salad." (Recipe at right)
Maureen Allen, Yvonne Owens, elementary school
minutes longer). Makes about 3 cups.
ner
dance
for
its
gradteachers. Mr
Cecelia Moeeley, Yvonne .Tor- German presented
checks of uating members, at t h e
Jan. Joan Hareraves. Michael tRO each
1 3/
4 cups canned pineapple chunks
to Miss Threat and home of her parents, Mr. anri
*raswell. Linda
Hareraveg. Mrs. Sylyers for the junior and Mrs. P. L. Stir-ford followine
1
cup pineapple syrup
.John Arnold, III, Sylvia Wit- high school
their motorcade across the
faculty.
tams, Lyodd Douelasg, Dorc•- The refreshmen
1
bridge
package lemon gelatin
Lake
and
visiting
the
t table was
y Peete, Wanda Griffin, Caro- resplenden
t with its white view Country club.
1/2 cup chopped nuts
?yn Brandon, Jacquelyn Brod- damask cloth
and centerpiece The Nashville trio were the
pax, Paulette Brinkley, Ralph of yellow gladioli and
cup mayonnaise
baby's Misses Clevonne Watkine. Viola
M. McCoy, Duane Milam, II, breath, from which
punch and Burley and Betty Treherne.
I
cup
chopped celery
4nd Melvin Hill.
colorful canapes highlighted the Co-Ettes
now
vacationing
• Still others
Thrift
were. David repast.
is
chairman
moist
through
Miss
Pinkie
of
3
baking.
And
cups
an
easy,
whipped Carnation(above)
away from home and missing
Carnes, HE A. M. Walker. jr., Arrangements for
economics department at delicious cheese sauce that needs
the recep- the gala weekend were Miss
the
home
Don Brownlee, Twyl4 Miles, tion were supervised
Drain pineapple. Heat syrup to boiling.
by Mrs. Eleanor Faye Williams, who
Southern University, Baton Rouge, no flour or butter because Carnation
William McDaniel. lr • Clai- Sadie Malone. Mrs.
Pour over gelatin. Stir until gelatin dieHelen was in Knoxville and Miss AnLouisiana. "In class we use Carna- itself is so creamy-rich. It whips,
borne Davis, jr., Gooree Lowe. ehelbv. Mrs. Lillian Briges
solves. Chill until thick and syrupy. Add
and nie Ruth Phillips, who was
f.vneha .Tohncon. William 0 Mr. thermal, 13,ineinalg
tion to make favorite dishes taste too-higher than whipping cream!"
I -mt. in Chicago.
nuts, mayonnaise and celery Fold the
17•`"ight, I1L ro,nne lien. Ozell B. Hohinn and Herbert
extra special-as if they'd been made A special method of evaporation
Robin- Atty. and Mrs A. A. Letting
whipped Carnation and the gelatin mix
tielden, Jr.. Lied' Hareraven, son gave tribute to
the three have had as their guests Mr
with cream," Miss Thrift explains. gives today's Carnation the conture together. Alternate layers of whipped
J'hemes Elrod. Marilyn Harris beloved personalities, who
have and Mrs. Clarence Coleman of
sistency
"Wonderf
smooth
of
sauce,
cream
ully
gelatin
golden
Art Gfilman. Fred Coffey. Mot
country
cream
mixture and pineapple in tall
the lives of so many Houston. Texas, who were acvie Little, Michael Rraswell, st
glasses. Chill, garnish and serve.
for example. Meat loaf that stays -with % the fat calories.
nt
infied"pfieesPd
companied by their children
Sally. Bowman, Carl Bowman, We thoroughly enjoyed the Debbie, Carol Jean and Valerie.
*Woos Ocetbestot O.
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Simple, Beautiful Ceremony
Unites Miss Clark-Mr. Black'

Iy

Scirsesof Anna C. Cooke
411)

L

Immediately following t h •
A wedding marked with sim- the groom.
ol Her fingertip veil of illusion ceremony was the reception in
that
was
plicity
beauty
and
Thirty-three teachers le f t Bond Jordan, and Mrs. Vivian
Miss Freddie Lue Clark and'fell from a regal crown of seed the Issac Berry Music Building
Jackson last Wednesday morn- Bond Starks are graduates of
Grady Black, jr., of Jackson,' pearls and irridescent sequins. on the campus of Lane College.
ing en route to Los Angeles, Lane College in Jackson. Mrs.
Tenn The double ring ceremony She carried a white Bible cent- Magnolia leaves centered with
Calif. to attend the National Jordan makes her home in
was held at St. Paul C M E ered with a white orchid and red roses were the main decoriEducation Meeting which c o n- Pittsburgh, P. A. while Mrs.
church
at 5:30 p. m. Sunday, showered with ferns, loveknots tions. The bride's table wica
venes June 26 through July 2. Starks lives in St. Louis, Mo.
spread with a white cloth, enClark
Mrs.
Paul
AME
man;
St.
Joyce
at
held
was
and streamers.
—
CLARK-BLACK
June
12.
WEDDING
The sightseeing tour will in- Another daughter, Miss MilParents of the bridal couple Miss Romana Robinson attend- circled with magnolia leaves and
clude Dallas, Texas; Carlsbad, dred Bond lives in N. Y. and Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, pres- church Sunday, June 12. Pic- Bowles, Corliss Ana Mercer
tured from left, front row and Rebecca Clark. Rack are Mr. and Mrs. Fred Douglass ed her as maid-of-honor. Bride- candelabra with burning candles
New Mi.xico; El Paso Texas; is well known for her work with ident of Lane college a n d
are
Nancy Black, Romania row, from left, James Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. Grady Black, maids were Mrs. Joyce Clark at each tut In the center was
officiated
Atwater
D.
Rev.
J.
Phoenix, Arizona; seven days the NAACP. A host of other relat the wedding of Miss Fred- Robinson, maid of honor; Loretta Clark, Dr. Kirken- sr.
Bowles, cousin of the bride, Miss the beautifully decorated three
In Los Angeles, Kingman, Ari- atives survived.
Rucker
Rev.
doll,
Atwarter,
Clark,
F.
D.
Elsie
Cooke,
and
lase
Clark
Grady
of
die
J.
pastor
Atwater,
Rey.
D.
Vaulx, and Miss Loretta tiered wedding cake centered
Ouida
zona; Holbrook, Arizona; Sante LEAVES FOR SCHOOL
Fe, .:ew Mexico; Juarez, Mexi- Miss Marquita Bolden, a Black, Jr., of Jackson, Tenn. father of bride; the bride Odem, Miss Ouida Vaulx and St. Paul church and Dr. C. A. Clark, sister of the bride. Junior with a wedding bell design.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane bridemaids were Misses Rebec- Assisting with the hospitalities
co; Amarillo, Texas; Fort regularly enrolled student at The double ring ceremony and groom, Robert Hall, best Walter Partlow.
college, officiated
ca Clark, the bride's sister, and for the wedding and reception
Smith, Arkansas.
Knoxville College, is studying at
music
Nuptial
was
Nancy Black, sister of the were Mrs. Ellease Hutson, Mrs.
rendered
in
Detroit
Some of the sights they will Wayne University
by the combined children and groom. The bride's neice, little J. A. Cooke, Mrs. 0. W. Hewitt,
see are the Flag Staff, Grand this summer. Miss Bolden is 1
youth choirs of St. Paul church Corliss Ann Mercer, served as Miss Irma Robinson, Misses
Million
Canyon, Beverly Hills, Disney- the daughter of Mrs. Grace
the Carver High school jr. flower girl and little Elsie Lou- Henrietta and lone Lane, Mrs.
and
land, and las Vegas. They are Hurst of this city.
Glee Club from Memphis, Tenn. ise Cooke was the ring bearer. Robert Cheatman, Mr. Thorns,
slated to return on July 7. Mrs. Lillie Scott and h e r
The choirs marched in singing MAID WORE PINK
Bethel. Mr. Dave Neal, jr.,
Gilbert Scott Herron,
Didn't get all the names b u t grandson, Gil
and holding white candles. Carty
Miss Robinson, maid of honor Albert Vaulx and Mr. Care*
among those on the tour are better known as "Scottie" deRobinson, jr., and Miss Jacque- wore an embroidered rose pink Robinson, jr.
last Friday for S a n
An event of much interest quets of white carnations.
Prof. and Mrs. T. R. White,
Cole led the choirs in a duet. dress dipping to the floor in the OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
line
by
Miss
Eva
of
Rico
cousin
Puerto
the
plane
Juan,
marriage
was
Terry
Sumners,
Little
Mrs.
Dobbins,
Etta
A.
F.
Mrs.
Earlene Marshall, daughter of of the bride was flower girl. She Miss Ann Suttles of Memphis back. The fitted bodice was Coming to the wedding were
Walker, Mrs. Mace S. Payne, where they will stay the reMr. and Mrs. Earl M. Marshall wore a pretty ensemble of pink was at the organ. Pianists were sleeveless with a V neckline. The many out-of-town guests. Among
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack, and mainder of the summer. They
Misses Eldra Jennings of Mem- other bridesmaids wore similar them were Mr. Samuel Spann,
Mrs.
be
visiting
Bobbie
will
of Nashville to Carlton Wads- silk organdy
Mrs. Vera Brooks.
Scott Herron., daughter of Mrs. Southern Bell's seven-millionth worth Veazey, son of Rev. and George Green, brother-in-law phis and Sandra Neilson of Jack- dresses in varied shades of Mrs. Nannelea Johnson, Miss
VACATIONERS REll.JRN
Mrs. Preston Stewart and her Scott and mother of Scottie. telephone was installed Wednes- Mrs. M. G. F. Veazey of Mem- of the bridegroom served as son. Miss Sonia Moloy played green and hats of net ruffles Johnella Wells, Miss Yvonne
phis. The ceremony took place best man. Ushers were from the bell lyre and John Henry with veils and topped with flow- Brown, Mrs. Colie Jennings, Mrs
two children, Jocelyn and Pres- Mrs. Herron is employed in the day, June 22.
ers. The junior bridesmaids .Sainella Jennings, Mrs. Cora
San
in
Juan.
of
field
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wore long gowns of green taffeta Phillips, Mrs. A. B. Love, and
week's stay in Nashville, Tenn. Elected as delegates to at- ice at the University of Florida at the Pleasant Green Baptist Lindsey, Thomas Doggett, Wal- GREE SETTING
lace Wilburn and Curtis Mar- The setting for the wedding with hat similar to the brides- Mrs. Margurite Turner, all of
where little Preston underwent tend the CME Youth Confer- in Gainesville, Ben S. Gilmer, church.
surgery We're proud to report ence in Chicago, Ill. in July are of Atlanta, Southern Bell presi- Preceding the reading of the shall, brother of the bride, from was a background of greenery maids. All carried white candles Memphis.
highlighted with baskets of white adorned with carnations and sat- The couple left following the
the little fellow is doing fine. Misses Earline Thomas, Milli- dent, made the official presenta- marriage vows by Rev. A. L. Nashville.
and Rev. M. G. F. For her daughter's wedding, gladioli and white candles in in bows.
Porter
While in Nashville several days cent Brown, Loretta Jean Kir- tion to
reception for a brief Southern
University President Dr,
father of the bride- Mrs. Marshall chose a model of branched candelabra. Further The flower girl wore a pink honeymoon. For traveling the
were spent out at the lake at kendoll and Ralph Johnson and
Veazey,
Wayne Reitz.
the cabin of Mr. and Mrs. Pres- Chester Kirkendoll with Miss
groom, a program of nuptial pink lace over taffeta with decorating the church were gown of silk organza and the bride changed to a white cotton
ton Stewart, Sr. where fishing lone Lane to serve as the Youth The latest million was added music was given by W. C. La- matching accessories. She wore white satin ties and greenery ring bearer wore a gown of two piece suit with white
and water skiing were the main Leader. Elected as alternates in record time, Company of- thon, organist and soloist.
a shoulder bouquet of white marking family pews. As the green taffeta. Their head-dress- shoes, hat and bag and greep
were Carolyn Vaulx and West- ficials said. The number of tele- For the wedding occasion the carnations. Mrs. Veazey, mother bride and groom knelt to receive es were of net and flowers.
sports.
gloves. She pinned the white
Washington, D. C. was t h e ley McClure. These delegates phones increased from six to altar was banked with palms of the bridegroom, wore a blue their wedding prayer on a white All dresses, including that of orchid from her bridal bouquet
vacation spot for Mrs. Kenneth were named from St. Paul CME seven million in only 23 months, and greenery. Flanking each lace with blue accessories. Her satin pillow, the bride sang very the bride, were made by her at her shoulder.
compared to the 28 months it side of the altar were seven shoulder corsage arrangement sweetly the beautiful "Wedding mother.
Martin who has returned after Church in Jackson.
making their home
Robert Hall attended the They are
Prayer."
two exciting weeks visiting rela- Lane Tabernacle C M E took to add the previous mil- branched candelabra with burn- was white carnations.
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Southern Bell serves nine the decorations were three ception was held on the church er, the radiant bride entered the Rucker Odem, Walter Partlow
Several Jacksonians attended closed a successful
cation Church School. Rev. Wal- Southern states. There are now
groupings of gladiolas and car- lower-level. The bride's table church on his arm wearing a of Mississippi, and James
the funeral of Mr. 011ie Bond in
of the church could over 950,000 Southern B e 1 I
Brownsville. Tenn. last Friday. ker, pastor
was beautifully decorated with white gown of chantilly lace Adams of Trenton.
nations in white urns.
not be present because of recent telephones in Tennessee.
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Mr. Veazey is a graduate of matching earrings, a gift from a corsage of white carnations.
new county high school, East
Zero°, a doctor's formula, liquid High and Mrs. Beasley will Southern Bell now operates in voluminous skirt was' distin- Booker T. Washington High
or ointment, soothes, helps heal serve as librarian. They have 1,117 exchanges and employs guished by appliqued designs of'School in Memphis. He received
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
satin, embroidered with pearls his Bachelors degree at A and
more than 65,000 people,
antiseptic, eases itch of surface two daughters.
and finished with hand made M College at Pine Bluff, Ark.
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching, so
lace roses. Added back fullness He is now sturIsSng in the School
aids faster healing For stubborn
to a fan shaped train. of Religion at Howard Univercascaded
Zemo,
cases. get Extra Strength
Her chapel length veil of im- sity.
ported silk illusion was three The couple will spend their
tiered and was attached to a honeymoon in Washington, D. BRUNSWICK, Me. — Mem- of an opportunity for higher edwreath of imported orange blos- C. Out of town guests at the bers of the John Russwurm ucation because of his stand
soms. The bride carried a white wedding were Mrs. Isabel Haw- Scholarship Committee have on civil rights, It honors a Nebible, topped with a white or- kins, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar announced that the campaign gro graduate from Bowdoin in
chid and bridal shower.
Hawkins, jr., Mrs. Harry T. to raise $2,000 has achieved its 1826.
Miss Mary McDowell, of At- Cash, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, goal. Treasurer Peter Smith of
lanta, Ga., a classmate of the Mrs. P. M. Jones, H. H. Veazey, Durham, N. C., said the combride while at Spelman College, Mr. and Mrs. W. Wayne Hill mittee will seek to add to the
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TORONTO, Ont. — (UPI) —
Erich Schoeppner, unruffled by
Archie Moore's postponement of
their light-heavyweight match in
Toronto's Varsity Stadium, said,
"Now I'll have time to spend in
the German community of Toronto.
•
"After the wonderful welcome
I got at the station and the
people's warmth, I want to stay
and spend some time with
them," he said.
Schoeppner, who holds the
European light • heavyweight
title, received a hero's welcome from members of Toronto's 150,00e-strong German
community. More than 400
turned out to welcome him
complete with a band and
choir.
They carried a sign which
read, "Erich Schoeppner—the
next champion."
His countrymen seem to think
Schoeppner can 'Rat Moore—
and so does Schoeppner. If his
prediction of the Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson fight is
any indication of his extra-sensory perception, Moore had better watch out.
"I predicted in New York
that Floyd would be the first
man to ever win back the
heavyweight title. He is a
good fighter. I was in the
Olympics the same year they
taught too," Schoeppner said.
"I will be aggressive, but
cautious also," said Schoeppner.!
"Moore is an old fox in the ring.
—still I can, I will beat him."
Instead of starting his training this week Schoeppner plans
to relax and may gain some
weight—taking advantage of the
German hospitality.
Moore asked for a postponement in order to get his weight
down safely. He weighs close
to 196 and must get down to
the 175-pound limit.
Schoeppner's training site is
Floyd
ground. (UPI Telephoto)
typical of the "big, big" pubphoto)
licity promoter Dave Rush has
In mind for the fight. A circus
tent has been erected, complete with ring punching bags
and a shower, in a suburban
shopping plaza.
Schoeppner as Euro pe a n
champ was a logical choice to
fight Moore, but be has never
fought on the North American
continent. In four years of boxing the 27-year-old German has
been undefeated in 31 bouts
and won 1G with knockoute,_
Little Roc)'.. Ark., to retain his
Thomas, who stands six feet, 21.2.
night promoter Dave Rush BA! ERShie.LD, Calif. — Thomas later. "But I made up
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History Making Left Hook

John Thomas 1tis New Jump Record,
Ray Norton Takes 100 And 200

Norton Whistles
At West German's
New Sprint Mark

Gautt Signs Brown Pact

Title Rematch
May Go To L.A.

'Archie Can't
Fight'-Pender
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Co-Ettes Entertain
°Their Graduates With
Lavish Dinner D ance

The Memphis chapter of the Jana Davis, Co-chairman of the Lewers with Cuba Johnson,
Co-Ette Club, Inc., entertained Pinner made closing remarks. Carolyn Brandon with Lyncha
Johnson, Carol Ann Latting
their graduates with an elab- SILHOUETTES
orate Graduation Dinner Dance The dining room was decorat- home from the University of
in the Universal Dining Room ed with a backdrop with sil- Southern Illinois with Fisk stu
Dinner was served by candle- houettes of the two gradudent Albert Yates.
adorning the long banquet ates and the names of the CoOTHER
GUESTS
was centered by bowls of lovely Ettes in the center, the backblue
letdrop
was
white
with
Other
guests enjoying the
gardenias. Place cards bearing
Co-Ette emblem and dinner tering the colors of the club. dancing party were Lana Taylor
rograms were placed by each Balloons and serpentine were home from Spelman college
festooned from the ceiling add- with John Hooks, Annie Falls,
est's place.
Speaker for this special oc- ing a festive air for the danc- James Watts, Cecelia Moseley,
casion was Atty. Russell B. ing party which followed the Margaret Richardson, Leroy
dinner.
Sugarmon, jr., who gave enBrodnax, Margaret Swayze,
couraging and inspiring re- Co-Ettes who are really Ralph McCoy, Dorothy Peete
society's
little
darlings
enjoymarks to the graduates and
and Robert Newson.
other guests at the banquet. ing the dinner and dancing
lie spoke on "The Negro afterwards with their escorts Other young beauties and
Heritage" and charged his were: Carol Ann Springer and young swains doing the latest
young listeners to stride hard Fred Malone, Marilyn Jean dances were Bernda Ann Sawto attain their goals while not Harris with Art Gilliam, Eliza- yer with her brother, Otha Sawforgetting their proud "Negro beth Prudent with Robert Walls, yer, jr., Robert Davidson, jr.,
Heritage.' Atty. Sugarmon told Sylvvia Williams and Leon W. T. McDaniel, jr., W. 0.
the dinner guests to be militant Brownlee, Ricki McGraw and Speight, III, A. M. Walker, jr.,
In the fight for Civil Rights yet Floyd Shavers, Geraldine Gray Anita Price, Art Williams,
not seek to lose thea racial with David Carnes and Jana Vivian Chaney, John Arnold,
Identities, to be proud of their Davis and Michael Siggers. III, Floyd Price, Thomas ElOther Co-Ettes and escorts rod, Lloyd Douglas, Annie Falls,
heritage as Negroes.
having
a grand ball were: Betty Melvin Little, Marye Alice
Miss Jacquelyn
Brodnax.
Treherne
from Nashville with Bland and Joyce Jones.
chairman of the dinner introduced the speaker, Miss Sylvia Dan Hancock, jr., Viola Bur- Still other young people enWilliams, president of the Co- ley another Nashville Co-Ette joying the party were Lynda
Ettes presented tokens from with William T. Brodnax, jr., Johnson, home from Our Lady
the club to the two graduates, and Clevonne Watkins also a of the Angels Academy, Robert
III,
isses Marilyn Jean Harris Nashville Co-Ette with Robert Fouche, George Jones,
Jones,
Sherry
sister
and
his
Letting
Jean
jr.,
Williams.
Earl
o will enter Alverno college
Branis fall and Carol Ann Spring- Associate Co-Ette home from Wanda Johnson, Lavern
Floyd
er who will enter Howard uni- Oakwood Prep with Ernest don, Aurthur Green
versity. Miss Jean Letting, Withers, jr., Jacquelyn Brod- Douglas, Ann B a r r, Malrecognized the Honorary Co- nax with Robert Earl Marshall. com Weed, Kenneth Anderson,
Love, of
Ettes with her sister, Miss Yvonne Jordan with Polk Pur- Doris Ingram, Janey
Frank
Carol Ann Letting giving a re- year, Paulette Brinkley and Salt Lake City, Utah:
Milam
.
Duane
Reynolds
and
Pirkett.
Theodore
Honorary
Members.
port of the
chaperoning
guests
Adult
Remarks were made by the And still other Co-Ettes lookSponsor, Miss Erma Lee Laws ing pretty in their lovely the party were Mrs. Fred Jot'
and recognition was given to dresses were: Yvonne Owens Mrs. Clinton Ray, Mrs. Louise
the three Nashville Co-Fttes at- with Richard Johnson. Joan Davis, Mrs. Paul Weidman of
tending the dinner by Miss Hargraves and Michael Bras- Rock Island, Ill., Atty. and
Betty Phillips. Miss Betty well, Betty Phillips with Bill Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon, jr.,
Treherne gave greetings from Bartholomew, Anne Burford Miss Erma Laws and Willie E.
the Nashville chapter and Miss and Edward Harris, Gloria Lindsey.

ou

GUEST SPEAKER Russell B.
Sngarmon, jr., prominent
young Memphis attorney, is

shown with (1-r-, Miss Marilyn Harris, Miss Carol Ann
Springer, both high school
graduates of the Co-Ette club

MEMPHIS CO-ETTES held
an elaborate Graduation Dinner dance in the dining room
last Saturday of the Universal
Life Insurance company. The
affair was held to honor the

graduating members of the
club. The banquet-dance was
unique in that the dinner was
served by candlelight with
glowing candelabras adorning

NASHVILLE CO-EWES ...
Three of the Nashville Co.
Ettes came to the Memphis
Co-Ettes Graduation Dinner
June 18 in the Universal
Dining Room and they are
shown seated with their
escorts left to right: Miss
Betty Treherne, Dan Hancock, jr., Viola Burley, WUham T. Brodnax, jr., OP-

vonne Watkins, Robert Earl
Williams, jr. Standing left to
right are: Ernest Withers,
jr., escort of Miss Jean Latting, Associate member of
the Memphis Co-Ettes; her
sister Carol Ann Letting, first
president of the Memphis CoEttes and now an Honorary
Member and her escort Albert
Yates.

Verse A Day

The culprits who are guilty.
To go down to the bottom—
Too many are perverted,
As people were in Soddom—
This truth must be asserted.

GUILTY CULPRITS
By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
The people who are guessing
Why all these strange diseases
and Miss Erma Lee Laws,
Had better be confessing
sponsor of the Memphis C,o.
The truth, though it disEttes.
pleases

the long banquet tables.
Speaker for the event was
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
jr. who gave encouraging
and inspiring remarks to the

graduates and other guests
at the banquet. "The Negro
Heritage" was the subject he
spoke from. In the background of the picture above

can be seen the speaker.
table and beyond that the
backdrop showing silhouettes .
ri f
of the graduates and the;
,34
names of the members of the
club.

MADISON, N. J. — (UPI) —
James Hiram Graham, 81, former dean of the College of Engineering at the University of Kentucky, died Friday at a nursing
home.

•

40.1ak

POSING HANDSOMELY for
is picture are the Co•Ettes
d their escorts to the grad
nation dinner. Seated (14),
Misses Marilyn Jean Harris,
Paulette Brinkley, Kidd 8(C.
1

Craw, Geraldine Gray, Viola
Burley, Clevonne Watkins,
Jana Davis, Yvonne Jordan,
Betty
Treherne. Standing
(1-r), Misses Jean batting,
Jacquelyn Broadnas, Anne
4

Burford, Betty Phillips, Carolyn Brandon. Carol A n n
Lewers.
Gloria
Springer,
Sylvia Williams, Joan Ha,..
graves, Elizabeth Prudent,
Yvonne Owens. Escorts were
0

(I-r) Ernest Withers, jr.,
Fred Malone, Robert Earl
Marshall, William T. Broad•
flax, jr., Michael Siggers,
Cubs Johnson, Robert Walls,
Theodore
Pickett, Albert

Staik.3 Walk

Earl
Williams. jr.,
Edward
Harris, Leon Brownlee, Bill
Bartholomew, Michael Braswell, Richard Johnson, Polk
pneyear, Floyd Shasers, Art
Gilliam, Dan Hancock. Jr. and
Lyman Johnson.

CO-ETTE PRESIDENT presents tokens to graduates.
The Co-Ettes presented a
token to their grsduates at

the Co-Ette dinner donee.
Shown (l-r), Misses Marilyn
Jean Harris, graduate of
Father Bertrand high school;
Carol Ann Springer. gradu

ate of Melrose high school;
and Sylvia Williams, president
of the Memphis Co-Ettes making the presentation.
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Vacation Bible Schools have Kelvy preached a powerful serbeen largely attended in ail the mon using as a subject, "Tell
churches, Saint James Baptist your children." The attendance
church just closed a very suc- from Lane Chapel was good.
cessful Vacation Bible School. The Junior choir of Lane
The dates were June 13-17. The Chapel sponsored a Father's
attendance was very good each Night program at church Sunday. The theme for the school day night. The program was
was, "The Teachings of Jesus." very good. Highlights of the proBrodie Davis was director and gram were presentations made
M. H. Croom, assistant direc- by the President of the choir,
tor. Miss Charlie Mae Ruther- Mary Jo Bonds to Rev. C. D.
ford was the efficient secretary. McKelvy for being the oldest
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Recent Long is also director of the be for the Negroes to seek a
The teachers were Mesdames father present, U. M. Garrett
events have given the "Negro Race Relations Department of "working alliance with the urCorine Welford, E. J. Donald, the youngest father and Mr.
masses a new self-conscious- the Board of Home Missions, ban industrial and commercial
Audrey Burrell, M. L. Lacey, Reed for having the most chilness and a new dignity," a Congregational Christian classes in the cities, which are
0. C. Baskervill, Irene Thomas, dren. Messer& Raymond Ridley
leading Negro educator a n d Churches.
tending to vote Republican."
Ardella Cole, Misses Lila North- and Delmar Gillespie also rechurchman declared at t h e In another early session, Dr. Dr. George M. Hauser, New
ceived gifts.
cross and Marlene Davis.
opening session of the 17th an- Avery Leiserson, Nashville,
Mrs. Dorothy McKinney serv- Mr. and Mrs. William Backernual Race Relations Institute at head of the Political Science De- York City, executive director
of the American Committee ReFISH DELEGATION — Three first hand report to NAACP Antoinette Brown, Mr. Wilkins, ed as director of Music and M. vill and children, Chester, Billy
Fisk University.
partment oi Vanderbilt Univerveterans of Nashville sit-in Executive Secretary Roy Wil- Marietta Dockery and Carol H. Croom was director of recre- and Marva are spending a few
Dr. Herman H. Long, profes- sity, outlined significant trends lations." There is, he a a 1 d,
demonstrations
growing
identity
of
sense
ation. Refreshments were serv- days in Pensacola, Florida. The
"a
pause after king this week In New York Ann Anderson,
Sociology
at
Fisk
Negroes'
habits.
voting
and in the
sor of
ed daily by Mesdames Kather- George Coopers are in Detroit,
City. From left are Misses
dean of the Institute was ob- Though continuing to vote "as between the American Negro
ine Davis and Lora McDore. Mich.; Joyce Bradford in Meriviously referring to the so-call- a solidary pressure group" in and the African" which has led
ed "sit-in" protests when he local politics," he said, "Ne. to exchanges of visits a n d aling+414040440444.1140•44114411+ Starring Ray Milland. A flight to 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- Mrs. V. P. Pulliam furnished den, Conn., Rev. and Mrs. Wiltold the more than 125 minis- groes tend in the regional pic- ideas between representatives
Paris to find a little girl's mis- REE—With E a r 1 Holliman. refreshments two days for the liam Burrell are in Buffalo,
o the two peoples.
ters, teechers, social workers ture to vote Democratic."
sing dog puts Markham on the "Sundance and the Bloody Mon. school. Rev. William H. Burrell New York attending the National Sunday School and B.T.U.
and students that "both Negro The effect of this practice, he The institute which ends Fritrail of an international jewel ey," Sundance and his col- is pastor of St. James.
Lane
Congress. From there they will
church
Chapel
CME
was
and white young people have said, is to "consolidate an alli- day, July 1, is sponsored by the
smuggling ring.
leagues become the victims of
well represented at the Ten- go on vacation and will be away
found a cause and a method ance" against themselves — an Congregational Christian Board
9:00 to 10:00, SUMMER IN a diabolocal scheme when an
with which to express their dis- alliance of the "urban middle of Home Missions and Fisk Uni- •-•••••••••••
nessee Jubilee and Leadership until after the first Sunday in
•••••••••• New York — Phil Silvers stars innocent looking stranger claim
approval of the "meaningless classe..., and the black belt rural versity, with the cooperation of
Educational School held at Lane July.
the
reward
money
for
appreracial prohibitions and taboos counties" A more logical stra- the National Council of t h e 1:00 to 1:30 FULL CIRCLE — in a comedy skit on how Sgt. hending
college, June 3-7.
Attending
Mrs. Mattie Davis, a Gibson.
a
wanted slaoyer.
of a hoary and hazy past" Dr. tegy, Dr. Leiserson said, would Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. Premiere week of this new day- Bilko's platoon was created.
from the Sunday School were County teacher is on tour with
WREC
TV
Maurice
PROGRAM
Gosfield, Joey Ross,
time drama about a young man
Mary Jo Bonds, Essie Yar- Jakson and Madison County
who travels the country in Bill Sands, Herby Faye, and HIGHLIGHTS
borough, Dorothy Gentry, Doris teachers headed for Los AnJules Mushin are featured. 8:00 to 8:30, VIDEO V I L- Ann Gentry, Birdie
search of adventure.
Faye Math- geles, California to attend the
4:00 to 5:30 THE EARLY Guest stars are Carol Lawrence LAGE—A new innocent prize is, Arthur Gillespie, James Hurt, National Education Association.
movie with Kitty Kelly — "Star and Carol Haney who accom- game with audience participa- Jerry Marable and Edward Mc- They left by the Southern Route
Witness" with Walter Huston pany Phil on a summer's day tion, based on something like Kelm
Tuesday morning and will reand Ralph Ince. Civil war vete- tour of Madison avenue where Monopoly. Jack Nam is t h e The young people report the turn by the Northern Route. We
emcee.
This
is
Phil
the
explains
premiere
the activity is
of school had many new features know Mrs. Davis will
ran grandfather saves grandson
enjoy the
and encourages family to testify feverish with plans for fall tele- this show at night. It is the that held the interest of both trip.
same
show
that
vision
will
be
programs.
on
five
against gangsters.
the students who have attended
Miss Charlie Mae Rutherford
6:30 to 7:00, WHIRLYBIRDS-- 10:10 to 41:40, THE LATE days a week in the morning on several times and those going is attending Girls
State a deleproclaimed. Serving as the papal "Hit and Run". While aloft, the Movie — "Romance On The Channel 3.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—A Cath- Rock diocese.
for the first time.
gate sponsored by the American
Archbisholic Interracial Council has been The Confraternity issued for representative will be
whirlybird twins see a hit and High Seas" with Janice Paige, 8:30 to 9:00, DECEMBER For some, the information Legion Auxiliary
Post 134,
formed in Little Rock, Ark.
use of discussion groups "An El- op Pietro Sigismondi, Secretary run accident but catching the Jack Carson, Oscar Levant, BRIDE—With Spring Byington. gathered from classes was most
The council was formed after ementary Catholic Catechism on of the Sacred Congregation for culprit proves harder than ex- Doris Day. A marital mix-up is Re-run of this popular situation enjoyable, for others the panel
Bishop Albert L. Fletcher of Lit- the Morality of Segregation and the Propagation of the Faith. pected. Ken Toby and Craig Hill complicated by mistaken identi- comedy series. These will be discussion, still others the talent Get Your Next Car Here!!
tle Rock issued a pastoral letter Racial Discrimination." The cat- Archbishop Sigismondi was for a co-star. Nancy Hale is featured. ty on a South American cruise. different episodes than what are night program was most ima ,it esse s.
stating that silence on interraci- echism states that racial segre- time Apostolic Delegate in the 7:00-7:30 THE BETTY HUT- FRIDAY, JULY 1
being run in the mornings on pressive. One thing they all
al matters is harmful to the so- gation "as we know it in Ar- Belgian Congo.
ton Show — In order to teach 1:00 to 1:30, FULL CIRCLE — channel 3.
agreed on was the school was
lution of interracial problems. kansas is immoral,"
Strickland heirs a lesson, Goldie New dramatic series finishing 9:00 to 9:30. TWILIGHT ZONE very successful, enjoyable, and
"THE TRUTH IS THE LIGHT"
lets them think they will have up its first full week.
The council has already begun The Little Rock interracial
—"A World of His Own" star- entertaining. Mrs. Beatrice BarFrom Your Dear Friends
to
earn
assisting
work
statewide
their
Its
in a
own livelihood.
Council will join with 40 other
4:00 to 5:30, THE EARLY ring Keenan Wynn and Phyllis nett was a delegate from the
BILL WALKER &
7:30 to 8:00, JOI-LNNY RINGO Movie with Kitty Kelly — "In Kirk. A quiet playwright has Missionary Society. Rev. C. D.
educational program on segrega- councils at the hunding meeting
POP SHELTON
tion. The program was conduct- of the National Catholic ConferRobert Culp guest stars as a Caliente" with Pat O'Brien, Do- the power to bring to life the McKelvy also attended.
corner 270 East S.
former sheriff who turns outlaw lores Del Rio, Glenda Farrell, characters he creates.
ed through the Confraternity of ence for Interracial Justice in
The pastor, Rev. C. D. McAT LINDEN
Christian Doctrine in the Little St. Louis from August 25 to 28.
and seeks to lure Ringo into and Edward Everett Horton. 10:10 to
Kelvy, choirs and members of Fine Cars — Also Working
11:40,
THE
LATE
•••
joining
him
as a riding partner While recovering from a bing, SHOW—"The
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay —
Red House" with Lane Chapel worshipped with Folks Cars. We'll Listen To
VATICAN CITY — Pope John (UPI) — A synagogue here in crime. Don Durant stars,
magazine writer falls for fiery Edward G. Robinson, Lon Mc- the Dyer CME church, Dyer, Any Proposition — GOOD, BAD
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY dancer he panned in an article. Callister,
XXIII will broadcast a message was bombed Monday night and
Judith Anderson and Tenn., of which Rev. W. C. Or NO CREDIT.
NURT1NCI YOU? to Catholics of the Belgian Con- unexploded bombs were found Theatre — "Heritage" starring 6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE — Julie
London. Psychological Rogers is pastor. Sunday after- Telephone — BR. 5-9611
krinifirte go on June 30, the day that in two other Jewish establish- Edward G. Robinson. An immi- With Eric Fleming and Clint thriller. A farmer holds a terri- noon at 3:00 p.m., Rev. Mc.
country becomes independent.
ments in the first outbreak of grant farmer during the Civil Eastwood. "Incident of the fying secret concerning
ReliefI
a sinisThe
Pope
anti-Semitism
will
speak
in
reported here War is forced to choose sides Shambling Man." A selfish worn- ter house in the woods.
French
•brio. blaread
old prospector friend is duped of
pain at Imaprolre
with either the blue or the grey an tricks her father-in-law into SAT.,
and
Italian.
several
for
months.
undansamn the
JULY 2
his life's savings by a swami
per
idas
ba awl awl thus
The Holy See will also be repThe bombings occurred on with his son's life hanging in the reliving his past fighting days 10:00 to 10:30, THE LONE traveling with a general
sall=r
rain and dIsseadaat.
store,
la undid& at all drag wansbans.
resented officially at the cere- the eve of Israeli Ambassa- balance. Edward G. Robinson, so he will be considered a menRANGER—"The Swami." T h e on wheels.
mony at which independence is dor Itzak Harkavi's presenta- jr., is featured,
ace to society. Victor McLaglen Lone Ranger runs into unusual 11:55 to.
3:00. BASEBALL—
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM — is featured.
tion of his credentials to the
business techniques when h i a GAME OF THE WEEK—Detroit
Uruguayan government.
Now you can end your constipaat New York.
tion worries once and for all. Put
Police were trying to de3:00 to 5:00, OLYMPIC aside
chemical laxatives,oils or brantermine whether there was
TRACK AND FIELD FINALS— like roughage that may upset your
any connection between the
Live from Stanford University system. Instead, take SEILUTAN in a
bombing and
recent
the
of water every day.
Stadium, at Palo Alto, Cali- glass
SIR UT AN u an ail-YerItIble laxaseizure in nearby Argentina
fornia. The competition will fea- tive aid that provides the proper
of former SS Col. Adolf Elehture the nations top track and moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimumann by Jewish agents who
you may need to promote daily
field stars as they vie for spots lation
regularity. This is entirely different
spirited him away to IsraeL
on the squad which will repre- from chemical laxatives. Prove it!
sent the U.S. in the summer Take SeltUTAN daily to end your ConOffer!
Olympic Games to be held in stipation worries.Introductory
Send this ad plus 10c with name and
Rome, Italy. These games will address for $1.00 size to Seacrr
Boa 740, New York 19,N.Y.
FAR HILLS, N. J. (UPI)—
Continued On Page la
Reeve Schley, 79, retired banker
and lend-lease administrator of
Soviet supplies during World
War II, died Sunday of a cerebral hemorrhage.

Relations' Speaker Say
NegroesHas New Dignity

WREC
Highlights

interracial Catholic
Council Formed In Ark

Blast.Synagogue
In Uruguay, 2
More Bombs Found

INGROWN NAIL

END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES

Go By Bus111111111111m.
= •
m•••••

_
..=x1

.1.111.

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

=MEM

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Hemorrhage Fatal

i MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

SLEEP 8 HOURS=
WAKE UP TIRED?

pimmiummi11111111111111110111111101111lIHhimimmont11ng

Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you strengthen your blood within one
still feel tired out? Often this day! Thus quickly help build rich,
run-down feeling Is due to "Iron- red blood . to restore strength
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron and energy so you feel fine again
deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your blood is so starved
needless for most women to saes for iron that you just drag
through the day, get wonderful
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab- Lydia Pinkham Tablets from
lets, only iron tonic made espe- any drug store today. Then Jun
day for women. Rich in Iron, see If you don't soon feel likes
Plnkham Tablets start- to °new* woman again.

Roy.ii Crown
COLA

CALENDAR Of SOCIAL EVENTS

Z

Got A Social Event Coming Up? me
Tell The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
About It
And Have It Put On The Ca'endar
FREE!

Lis

SEASON FINALE — The Om•
nicron Sigma chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority held
its final meeting of the season
recently at the beautiful home
of Soror Minnie R. Echols,
S. Parkway East. Many sorors
were present. Brief business session as %the election
of officers for coming year.
Officers are Mrs. Mary R.
Brooks, basileus; Mrs. Magnolia R. Bass, grarnmateus;
Mrs. Williette Bowling, antigrammatues; Mrs. Grace A.

Parker, tamiochus; Mrs. Etta
D. Boyd, epistoleus; Mrs.
Mosetta B. Vaughn, parliamentarian: and Mrs. Amanda
N. Brown, keeper of records
and deeds. Officers were installed by Soror Marie L.
Adams, former national officer and also a charter member of the chapter. A lovely
buffet supper closed the meet.
Hostesses were Sorors Cora
Blackman, Ross Ford and
Inez Woods. Above, from left
are officer Sorors Mosetta B.

FEMALE AILMENTS —Porous Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserable discomforts of change-of-ills and monthly pain.

•

THE PROBLEMS OF
SECOND WIVES

CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

;Lilo Arai—,

What happens to the woman who is
married to a divorce or widower?

_
WEEKLY CASH PRIZES
GIVEN AWAY!

n Progress Now ... Call or
Come In Today.
"The Fresher Refresher"

Vaughn, Magnolia R. Bass,
Mary R. Brooks, Maridelle
Reed and Etta D. Boyd.

BIG JULY ISSUE
ROW on your newsstand I
4,says% afrkia Is A MosAmni
Invvitabla?
4, 00,000 Diana/ for NAACP
In De',*it
* N•svo GI's in Korai'

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
..dimmaimmone-- -

TNes• /obvious Sea ',unclear,
G le nti

EBONY

It's the old story of the "eternal triangle" — one man
and two women' What about the children of the first
marriage? And those often burdensome alimony payments? How about those happy moments of the first
marriage and the comparnce with the relatively hurn‘
&inn lit, of the second marriage? Memory playa strange
tricks, a 'mil read In the 'swains picrore4anwro,
The Problems Of Second Wires," M exiting, new. idly
EBONY, now on your newtstand. Ott roars today?

*************************

SPECIAL! IIFXT

S ISSUES OF

nowt FOR $1.00

Yak plow* *and me 'ha mixt 5 bp issua* of ESONY ',soya/in* fall II
$1, ayaloy
7.5e on tho napolor nowsatend pr,c• Entlosard a St.

1820 South Michigan Avenue • Cllicaco 16, Illinois

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town 1. I Sat., July 1960
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

•

I

Real Estate
CASH TALKS)
WILL PAT CASH for property or
vacant lot. If priced right
EL 1-71111
BR 2.1240
I U 000WiN A COMPANY
134$ Mears* Aveiro*

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

asteoeureasons

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!

SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANrs
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

FOR SALS

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

13 S COINS 9017017T"
Semci Oaths, WU) 11•04 Cheek. Not Pleased.
Return Chock.
booed
Ilettous Mo. invited
Sold
COINS
Appraised
FAVATA'S COIN LECIANOS
13-41 195th St Flushing 14. L.I.. N. T.
Member A.M.A.

If sour Driving License has
been revoked
• It YOUI Iniluranc• has WM0
cancelled
3. If your application has boon
rejected
Call Adkins Insurance Age ne yJA 543116. A Representative will
call at your home with full details
L

E.

I. naive-ea.

•

/011,11PRINE
BEAUTY SHOP
197 SO. ORLEANS Sr.

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixamethyst *Dedham
ture
V.
Postpaid.
agate other $3 15 pound
Brubaker. $315 W L-11, Lancaster Calif.
JASON'S ISARBKE SHOP
1314 Park Avenue
FA 4-9141

GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS $75
000D
V 50 down and Easy Terms
IX 747110 Rites I Sundan.____

MARRIAGE

PA. Sox 7072, Miami 55, Fla.

.
s;
r

Work

end

Gil

114/11DAY
SL. 8-1112
$21 96

'1" (lima Filature Tube
Installed
City Wide TV Servile
MEd Chelsea

Dewey's Auto Service
475 Lindon Ave. IA 7-0324

617.96

TIRE SERVICE CO
17 YOU WANT TO St BEACTITITL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130
Grant MIT. - Otosto
Thomas; Addle
Lester. Operator

•

319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 46118

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
WANTED TO RENT
FOR SALE - 1 COCA COLA VENDING 5 BEDROOM HOUSE IN NICE NEIGHCost
Original
Condition
A-1
Machine
borhood Or will buy same. Call JAckson
11435.40. Trade or Cash $110 00.
64397.
J R. Arnold - Telephone IA. 5-301$
From Your Dear Friend,
SITUATION WANTED
LON CUNNINGHAM MOTORS
FIVE
DESIRES
435 Monroe at Lauderdale
RELIABLE WOMAN
days • week as maid In home. office,
Phone JA 7-0131
beauty shop. etc. Call - WH. 6-1151.
The working mans friend. We have helpAUTOS FOR SALE
ed more people get their credit back
than anyone In the world. Bankrupt 1956 BUICK HARD-TOP -WIll trade for Wage Earners - Repossessed - misboat Or car. 245.00 Mo. See Pop fortune - We are open for propositions
BR. 54571.
Shelton.
of any kind.
Good - Bad - or-no - Credit!
toss CADILLAC - 4 Dr. - 60 Special
HELP WANTED MALE, FEMALE
tires
white
with
off
Baby Blue Set
equIPPed with Air Cond. Must SALES PERSONNEL - NEP& IN Ap•
Sell See. P. Shelton. 370 last Et.
pearance. Over 3 years of age. No
Telephone SR. 6-9671.
Experience needed. tarn from 840 to $100
Great Opportunities for adWEEKLY
1157 rORD - Must Sell. Take Old Car vancement. Call for appointment
and $41.60 Mo. See Shelton. 270 East
JA 6-3742 - $ 30 a. m ell 5 p m.
St. BR. 8-9671

••

••

brings
NOW
Post $1" PROOPIRe
Center. AdsflpelyalthenYil
POSITIVE
WM Road Dublin. Ireland A hours 41R

rte Nest et.

VICTORY
?ma

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

18 PT

Semi RATE as 4
Rios ordinal, ITN.

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAME EAU Al
5 Ems ordinary
_
SAME
EATS AS
Ma
miliaary
rum

can be given as
to position in column. T. T,
(Till Forbid) orders sublect
to change In rate without
notice.
No guarantee

Tri State Defender box num
bens - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

YO. 9-4462
Gobrielli
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.

MOSES

SINAI
FOR BLESSED

790 Yonkers Ave.

(Near Central Am/ Yonkers, N. Y
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines NO Service charts
Call
All Work Guaranteed
In city
RAH Home Service
1667 Lamar Avenue
SS. 4-111030

13 Instruction

309

U •
•
K •

N
e

SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Day

SPIRITUAL HELP
money
Are you worried over
matters,
strange unnatural evil tnfluences? Are VOW
I
nun
write Bishop Baiter Enclose
ark,
$1.00 .ove offering There is help for MUT
troub'ed soul You can be auccesdaL Writs
/022 Prospect Are.
Suite 100
Cleveland, Ohio

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toes
any MID head or tails as rem
ishornel-Any earn! Anytime! Any
-A startling statement, a as INS startling performance This easily mastered
tenon Igoe In a copyrighted mamma mat
4FI1,041UP•
!no
immediately ter $1
CRAFT. Ben 116543, Bridgeport 1, Conn.

Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

* Accounting
* Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College

ad

11 Special Services

ad-

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Tears In Plane Tuning
and Relraihttng
BREWER
JAckson 6 Z884

vertioera

be given until 12 noon Satur.
day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

dressed to our addreu. but
the excess postage is to be
charged to ths advertiser.

memo

Classes

Key

SPECIAL SERMONS
4

Linden - DR
1199
Nights I Sundays.
BR. 5-0356

$1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00
for

National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City

Insured Moving
12.b.

Best Deal In Town

CROSSTOWN
BR 4.4560. BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance

MADE
REFINISHED
RESTYLED
ANTIQUE
RESTORip
REPAIR4)

READY-CUT
EAST
SEW
WOMEN
Earn
Home
Aprons
Wrap-A-Round
Write Time
Desen-iltnre
$31.15
ACCURATE klFGES
RZEPORT, NSW YORK

MAIDS TO HO WEEK. Guaranteed
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St., Hampstead,
Long Island. N. Y.

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!

EXPERIENCED MAID
Desires Five Dell A Week
CALL JA 54097

R

PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
E YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

HELP WANTED, Male, Female

Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No experience necessary. grammar
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent Jobs, no layoffs, short
hours high VIM advancements Send
address. phone number and
name
time horns Tri-State Defend, P. 0.
Box 311

Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc,/
1576 Getwill

FA 7-0744

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $
Per Refined Women - Presenting Beauty
Counselor. A nationally known product
for care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUT"
Write Mitchell, P 0. Box 311. Memphis
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Also

P LOANS & MORTGAGES

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando
Specialism is Hair Styles Of
All Kind

NEED CASH?

Bleaching

Booths For Rent
• good business in downtown lout:Ion
s-si5e7
Susie Walker
Resident - PA 441MM

485 TO $80 WEEKLY
Classified Jobs in Cincinnati, Norther*
list
Classified
or Female
Male
KY.
$1 10. Other large cities on request $2.111
WOMEN $85.00 WEEKLY AND UP
voice.
Pleasant
Etat have telephone
Detail 114 full information $1.10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
585 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio

Specials

12 Business Opportunities

IEAUTII1JL DUPLEX RIGHT BEHIND
Kimberley Clark - North Memphis 15•6 Morris - Tel. IA 5-5133.

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac•
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariams, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
yoe do Is send them to us ..

for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write to.
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
VALUES OALOREI Salm Book Ma. MstundabMt with ooupon
WATILARI It. PA.
ALTON
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT ROM&
where to buy Material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send ELM ManuJ
facturing Specialties, SIcklerville. N
ill)

AM BELL
MAD
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
*Mee at the Mississippi
new
This is her
State Line. MADAM BELL la back after a
long Dm* of being away and at last she le
hack to eta, le her sew nom*
Are tee Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Tee
YOU lost faith In your 004/an& 1/1/0 er ',sweetheart, Are
row
are
tbeee
of
any
If
?
discouraged
in bad health? Are yoe
problems. come let MADAM BELl advise you at once the
will read Ute to you lust as she would read as epee book
Tell you why your job or business is lot a emcee. It you have
failed In Ise rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Locates ea Highway Si South. lust over Mississippi Stat.
Line. on the way to Hernando,. Her borne is S blocks below

MAGGIE'S SUNDRY
ISS LINDEN AUL - JA 74234
5:00 A M. TO 11:00 P.M.

Catch yeliew bag marked Whimhaves State Line and get
off at State Use and walk 3 blocks and see MADAM SELL'S
HAND 41o104.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
p
Readier; Daily mem es Ilusdayi

Hoerr S aes te

sure

MOON GLOBE GRILL
240 SO FOURTH ST
5:00 A.M. TO 1 00 A.M.

-Quick Loans

TURN/SHIM ROOM FOR RENT
396 BOYD
JA 7-8008

Automobile, Furniture

Signature
o reason why people
like to de business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-

ROOM FOR RENT
673 ST. PAUL ST
JA 8-7473

There is

ORANGE

teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
oixit siriarrCt CO
Home owned - Homo operated

lean
Examined and Supervised by the
suite Department isf lasuranc• end
tanking
2 LOCATIONS
JA. 1-1131
161 S. Main
IA, 5-7611
151 Madison

MOUND

Lamar
Shot:Ming
2353 Progress At
Center, Melrose School 5 rooms and
bath 'MIT 35500 - Must Sell
1340 Id ARPCHALNEIL
Neautlful, 10 rooMs 3 bathe, many
ertra• in this fine home
6 UNIT APARTMENT
Wellington. North of Mr
1057 So
Lemon Completely furnished
.1
Mrs 4 Popperrnetmer - GL 3-170
Kemmons Wilson Realty Co.
1743 Lamar - OL :4334

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
IP, to your
..vre Uk• to ear
reesest"

1165 SO. WELLINGTON
!WA APPRAISED
This ts a very tine white stucco bungalow,
has 6 rooms and tile bath lownstsirs and
a wary beautiful paneled den or bedroom
upstairs. Forced air heat in large basement Pitrd wood floors Fenced ,ear tot.
Price $11,000 00. $2.1/10.00 cash
Garage
incluAing closing coat Showii oy appointment C W Henry BR 1-5370.
Wi lion -Galbreath

CAN YOU USE

Roalton

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
_MORE_

SR

8-4515

Co
634 S. Cooney

Apts For Rent
00R RENT
Ono
Sub-division.
1386 Sunset-Douglas
side of Duplex 3 rms. I bath-hot-cold
water Gas heater in front room. Price:
$35 month
Ph vn• PA. 4-0873

IS Agents Wanted

GPOUND FLOOR

STIRICK BUILDING
-wrilai FOLKS lint yOu
GET PRETERENTIAI
SERVICE

OUARAN•TEED HOMEWORK
Mail out dropshlp catalog Leap $0 Per
Proven sellers. Decent from orders
tails. sample catalog $1.00 Palink us. ICI
Tarr r 33rd Lorain. Ohio

BEER Sc A QUART
22 Furnished

Rooms

-- --Room for rent furnished or unfttrniabs
od. WHitettall 115216 1342 Lutham Street
Cali after 6:30 or before 7:00 A It

where she used to stay right aside the °eget* Motel. Re sure
Is look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll fled her there
at all times. iglus never lea as edge, to West Memphis.)

I don't main any home calls or answer any lemon Re
to look env tho eight sign and the right aame

GL. 2-5474

GL 2-9507

T

Holliday Capri Piano Sales
5-0356

1-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597
JA. 7-2597

Female Help Wanted

nitrvenv POWER

Tinting

ELECTRONIC - HTPROTIZtR 04.00 Transistor Radio $15.911 Pocket ear Osa
Gun - $9.9* - Extra M caner shell's
Walkte - Talkie
mica - Radio
$1.50
$1595 - Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each
Transworld tiostrontcs - Post office Box
155 - Indio California.

forward to out of town

Cancellations of want-aos can

E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2123

BISHOP BAKER

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
Night &

CHRIST
ZION

ay.
•

AMULZT, EEL? MONEY.
RUSH $3.00 DONATION
UNCROSSED
NOW, JOY PEACE MY PZOPLZ: WS
LOVE SO MUCK CHICAGO 63. ILL. ..

World of Values"

• AUTO SCHOOL PuRlils
,DYERTISING iSPEC1ALT11113
MIMICOGRAPHINO
• PRINT.NG
1531.121
• RUBBER STAMPS
CALENDA 545
• DECALS

•
may

For Complete Quality

F • CUSTOM

Piano Warehouse Sale

will

received

WI N111110 name... Will Pay you 25o per
ntsaie for obtaining them for our mailing list. Complete Instructions sent for
$1.00. Murry M Young, 117 Broad Street,
Bristol. Tenn......

n

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

Defender

mail

THAWS

MOVING

'Amethyst pendants. earrings. bracelets,
41.16 each item. postpaid V. Brubaker,
Lancaster. Calif."
I.4111 W

• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• DryersAND

I

II'!

492 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
The Tri-State

MKECRANDIBE
CATALOG.
BAROAIN
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices.
(rotund.
1111g money saving catalog UN
able). 5 8s J CO Box 434. Levittown IL
Pa
ADULTS, INTERESTING NAM, tannage,
Photos, booklets, catalogs. at refunded
. . set Gift with order Alvin - Box
314-T4D. Hicksville. Long island. N. Y.

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
1004 Joseph
Service
Cl.
JA 7-0016

ART LOVERS, NOW is VOUS CHANCE
It
TO
51.00 START TOUR COLLECTION
NOW SIN01.11 CARD U CENTS. P 0.
weal:VON N. 3 Si
BOY .13.
N. to,

Business College, Inc.
JA 44751
634 Linden Ave.

Miscellaneous

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
lOc
2 lines .
45c
3 lines
4 lines .......... • •• • I30c
75c
5 lines
line
1
as
RATE
SAME
5'4 PT.
ordinary type.
SAME NATI ae 1
1 0 pt.
lines ordinary type.

Chlease 49.

Clyde Ave.

Low Rates - Insured MOAN.

est Ye

Ington

We
Iselueino gown Neater Code, F
Numbers and Days • Cembinatioa Codes,
2 Digit nouns. Mo. Pets. WIC

HENDERSON

CLASSIFIED

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

MINI MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

R113UILT I I M. slisctris typewriter still
in factory crate 1110.96. Guaranteed.
atlas, Boit 6401. DT. Huai.
South/ids

IA

.
litilitlittak

"A

Pointing

APPLIANCE SERVICE

STOP SUFFERING! !

1=i111310"
!-k

Operator

Body

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 33 cent up today.

spntrrvAL AbVISOE

r3
.70..1-.4" -21 f

Owner &

Automobile

(Cahill mew missal
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
Stiouis 8, Mo.
4448 Woshieeten

Moving & Healing

1.000 000 BOOKS LOs Eaohl Pre* Catalog. !Sanwa,. Spa 1S4-1. ST04.

TO

••
_CIOi_igiva-Yae
m

0

IV Serves*

239 I. 111th St. - Sea 1,
NEW YORK 29. 14. Y.

010-of-town Students Invited

us

r

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

31" Mass Picture Tubs

Veterans Approved
\ Rohe bi I its hen Students Weleorrissel

as

reOUL AND

0011.
POE SALE, JACKS,
plc., eouipment to rya
Eirsgo. Will
rent building
reliable POMO. JAckson
4-0301

MACIIC
AND MOTOR TUNKUP1
Leen
Instant stare In any weather
retiaired.
gutters aligned.
Chimneys
batteries fully charged in 60 below sato
own work
Soul) play your radio all
Mold
Mums, concreM, plaster do all
ran Ifir Guts-nom • ANSWERS
winter with fear of battery failure. Moro
Free est Reasonable price
pass written lest fsir drivers
M winter mills per gallon on gas Biasing
Spencer $A. HSU BR. 5-3920. NEW YORK ETATS Send SS cents in
T
PROTITS FOR
cover weal et stalling and handling - new power, pep RIG
plus golf addressed I stamped en es.else*. ACIENTSI Send $1 95 for sample and dr
4-8PECIAL SERVIC11
air supply
113 tails
And get PIM
PRODUTS CO. DOE
of THAVII (Hi Potency Tablets) • tier
Stimulant - the very best.
Pep
and
tal
apd
Menge Yl. IlL
Le Than - 6930 Vernon
ll :
Re:•
ha
1W
ee
et YeO
Odms: erN
aiu
liTiAnri
llItAaims
e"TWI'l
414
7i
1
3
fsheAlt
d buljnirliteen
.
11"
1.
anla
orAinN1
:
11Wa
re 11,
slitle
lit
perng
r
ib
order
od. Lfrease Rektor with every
ivild
818tr
106. ...
No
Office
Linden
1150
Co.
Distrtbuting
RESTORE 'PEP" With extra pee formula
!Lone BE ii-P•96
51.00 RAM:viable, Ed Rumania. Pleasant
MONEY. ITC.
HOW TO WIN! LOVE,
Dale Nebraska.
Bond birthd it* and dime for Information
Chinas.
Ave..
sealed. SIMS. 13104th
Ili
Heights
We specialize in tool used pianos
$10 down will mit a piano in TOUT
home. FREE DELIVERY

wortno, mato
leak Ca ris-o.er

1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD
Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR
Hen riotto
Martin

DAY. NICER

AMAZING LISTED for We for he. Moe
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
one time listirs Your name in our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers, *roe samples, blg mail. Ms Ear
life. DMalls for self-addressed usaapog
envelope. Andy's Tradiag Post, Rasta 3-7,
PM
Strum City. N. C.

THE RUMTOREX CO.

enusri urtustAt ecurreAeoe.
FOE
Stop an;
repaired
aissomis
leveled
floors
work

1--REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

MARTIN'S FISH MARKET

WRECKS
REBUILT

1 9 4 II

BIUNO YOUR MARR1AOZ PROBLEMS
to Miller's Marriage Counseling Service.
Ills I McLitmore Ave Office Hours are
from 8 00 a. m until 100 p in Monday
thru Saturday
Call BR 5-40411 for
appointment

2639 West Petersen - 112
Chicago 45. Illlssess

Take Now RUTITOREE And Inlay Life A
dietary preparation RUMTOREI takes bp
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. Only $400 for a 5-week supply Money•beek ii not satiated after 3
Mousy
or
Cheek
bottle Send 0.00
Order NOW'

TROUBLE? LOVE* MONEY PROBLEMS'
Solution available. Don't give up Write
Dixie - P. 0 INIM ISM Ocala Florida

CERTIFICATE
ARA ?CITED!
LEGAL, Printed Forms,
Used
Itlis State Names Dian, Omitted.
Orlisl.ials Duplicate, conies or gifts.
Confidential
Prompt
66
town;
each
postpaid Service
NATIONAL FORMS

Bank Terms

BLOMBERG

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HIRE

Emilio Clime

4414$

BROWN'S PIANO CO.
EX 7-0521
1381 Se. Third $t.

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

E. Hunter Construction
Company

Sine.

BUSINESS SERVICE

.1f

Spiritual Advisor

MILILWAN DIvC,to7j Sr marriage, let:4.
thick. easy Details
um
0.2.
either
Sox MS Tlibana. BC. Mexico
tEllf

Dietinctivsly serving

Samoa

REMODELING, ADDITIONS
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

OPPORTUNITIES

LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2356 Part Avenue
FA
AP•citntmert

Per Any treat - CUBA. RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS s, BONDS.
Balite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Sirth Dote, Full

7726T So Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49. III.

the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
tustn•ss Machines, Seraftterlal, ISM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting CIAPI11011

Kin am.x -

CITY
mos Dos. sa
Passenger GM C. Good Chevrolet Motor.
Urea and body. Price $700 Terms Tsar
Rhone MU. 3-3107. Call after
P. U.

mall

Name And Your Favorite Mottled

1=1212=117

DEAR JANTIL DID TOU KNOW THAT
you can get a Summer dress for $1.2.5.
childrsn's dr..... for 76o and Men's sults
for 113 N. WHERE' At the Junior League
Thrift Shop. 1 Worth Front Hurry! Hurry' Bargains Claims 1

2-BUSINESS

. Ma Toe *arty its Tom Pens
Priam'
Starils swi distract pros hoc erould•
be attackers with this cleverly dePoint
signed
Oun- Firm 22 caliber blanks with issi•
tr• losad report. Cu.'
be heard for miles CA pc
arovad. No perinii .r-T••
needed.
Atronalled oritoind
completely assembled from our fat.
toip itt Eur0P4t. Send $4.90 hask,.
111101UPY order or check to:•
HOLLYWOOD IMPlifItY COs

VICTORY SERVICE

00
1 SA NAME a ADMEN LASILS
51 01
Parket Rubber Stamp
3233
SRC lkink Company Dot No.
Nashville 1. Tenn.
--BUS. 29
TYPE
POE SALE - CITY
motor,
Cherro;ot
Pagseartr O.M.C. Good
$700. 'Terms.
Price
Tito. and Body
64.
P.
after
Telephone MU. 3-3307. Call

Memphis Business
Service Directory

•

Lorain. Ohio

East 33rd It

.quipimmago

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Selena, Of 14eincrel.17 RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yea With Our weekty NUMBER Card. Doily Vlbustlews

Of Ploy. (14 Checks Pleese).

Roosevelt Rood
SA. 2-9622

CLOSINO OUT SALE
VAUGHN FURNITURE CO.
AVE. - .IA 1-2149
LINDEN
411

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

at S3.99
i lines-1 color (Slack or Sisal
business Cards • Apot Oards
Personal Cards
IT $0 value at the cow low ortin ol
43-06 per 1.000
Write me for sample cards anØ style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
UP

46 Misc. For Sale

NEW AMAZING '1All POIN1 GUN

"BY THE NUMBERS"

Cords

Sullinells

$201 W.

YOURTH ST. AUTO REPAIR SHOP
342 So. Fourth M. Risoord Santee
CALL. ANYTIME - JA 7-6703

ELECTROWARMTH

Enibosiod

411C CIO&•• eV.

NENIty REED PIOPRISTOS
Auto Repairs - Brake Service
Body and Tender Work - Painting
147 Lindisn Ave. - Memphis, Titan.
Sas. IA. 414111$ - Zoe. FA. 44/07

ROSPFI AL AND eicKnnee
SURANCI FOR PDOPLE EEO
RAVE HAD CANCER., DIABETES,
=ART DUMAS/ AND OTHER
itRIOUS ILLNISS.
FOR MORE DEMI CALL
AOENCT
INSURANCE
A.DICINS
GENERAL AGENT - DITIABIL•
ITT DIV. - CONTINENTAL CASUALTY CO 734 VANCZ AVE
MEMPHIS. TENN
PHONE - .1A. 5-5316

MISCELLANEOUS

INSTRUCTIONS

SIN Stomps WWI Porches,.

H. & R. GARAGE

THE FIRST TIME!

.70

GEORGE PALINKUS

Services
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

1000

11111-TRI

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

3-1137

MU

$7.95
$1.57 Dos.

THIS AD WORTH $1.00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $S.00 OR MORE.

BUICK - 1954
RoADMAS'TZR-RI71LRA
Air Cood•power 'gulp. Hen paint-big
luxury car for fraction of cost

PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILLGET RESULTS

11-SPECIAL SERVICES

Min. For Sale

INSURANCE AGENCIES

15

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

We Show Y OU 00v.
Make it 'purlieu/
Save *0 per cent on each III 00 Complete
FREE with order,
00
11
easy instructions
carload of other interesting offers WilPublicatiorm
Country
Cross
liam Brown,
SOO &net 30th St.. New York It, /1_7_
MONEY
EXTRA
NEED
Mon or Women Age 21-70 - Sell Pansfly
Group Hospital Insurance. Make Use or
Your lontaeta
W A adkina-Dtetriest Mgr
Company
Casualty
Continental
IA 643511

Free Transportation To and From 6
Airport, Depot. Bus Station. Etc.

GOOD FOOD
In Oir Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes. Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Many
an
1=7wotn

Convenience'

Suitable

Call CIL. 9-6643 After 1 p.m.
41.1.1•Mis

Correspondence Club

BIGOESIT MAILS loa ever got. List row
name 1 year 15c World's Mall Trades,
I` O.
Radio City 111 N
76 W 45th
Dept TS

L9NELY? riNt• Happiness,
send two 4c stamps for list of
members and details, HEZE
RIAH CLUB, 1310 Fifth, Chicago Hts., Ill.

;
-1'is
12
01•11•••
.1MM

-dam/a
••••16

T2
111,

16

StorkStops
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Sat., July 2, 1960
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Daughter, Sammie, to Mr. and
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Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Mrs. Roy Blake of 1205
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to
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Thom
and Mrs. Everett
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to Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis of 684 S. 4th,
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Charl
Son,
1862 Keltner Circle, apt. 4.
apt. 3.
Mrs. Charlie J. Williams of 307 apt. 4.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Born at John Gaston Hospital
Daughter, Juanita, to Mr. and
ando.
Hern
Orr.
1471
June 17
Roscoe Richmond of
Thomas Brown of 598 F.
Mrs.
19
June
Daughter, Iris, to Mr. and
June 11
.
rdale
Laude
Mr. and
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be
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Turn
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Girth
Mrs.
Nat
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and
Thom
Mr.
to
Daughter, Sandra,
, the Five Royals, Etta
Mrs. Charlie Smith of 3015 Mt.
she had "already killed one
for the Starlight Revue. The Bland
Mrs. Elmore Perkins of 852 G. Person.
Olve rd.
Mrs.
man," robbed a veteran taxi
Son, Gerald, to Mr. and
Porter.
Son, Jessie, to Mr. and Mrs.
driver of $28 at gunpoint Mon1391'
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON
of
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Lee
t
Rober
Son, Ted, to Mr. and Mrs.
e James of 1853 Switf.
Jessi
day and bopped on a bus for
—Starring Raymond Burr and
Valse.
Richard Hill of 903 Trask.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Chicago.
Barbara Hale. "The Case of the
20
June
Mrs.
and
Son, Jerome, to Mr.
of 748 MontAngry Mourner." What appears
But police caught up with
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and Mrsr. Royal Jones
Coy Lee Jones of 1719 Marble,
Continued From Page 14
a
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gome
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n-haired
be
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of 158 Victhe tall, brow
Daughter, Sylvia, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Torry
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs.
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J. Arnold of 484 Tillman.
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Armed Robber, 12,
Boasts 'Already
Killed One Today

Charity Show To Be
Presented By WDIA

WREC

John Butler
T
Fight New
ports Bill

l

John

;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

stops Itch—Relieves Pain

DON'T MISS

"33 Ways To
Meet Women

Your

ANN JONES

Arkimowo#
HEADACHE

Steel Expert Succumbs

Illustrator Dies

NOW OPEN!

MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE

_Application

For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

9:00 I); M.

LIQUOR - 31N - WINE
BOURBON - BRANDY
VODKA

At 4th And hale Street

Fill in Application Now
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All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.

Telephone JA. 6-9963

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!

111111111111118111111111111101111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111181011

7:00 P. M.

QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService

TUESDAY
NIGHTS

40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BEALE

Also Mixed Cases At Case Prices

R
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E
T
A
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FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"

(Date)

I

very Department
ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Deli
h week to:
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy eac
Name
(Pleat* Print)

Address
City

State

Phone

only
published every Wednesday and costs
r
I understand this 16-page Memphis newspape is
Defender,
15c per copy. Thank You.
e Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State
(NOTE: Bring or moil this application to: Horn
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
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